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A SEQUENTIAL QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM USING
AN INCOMPLETE SOLUTION OF THE SUBPROBLEM

WALTER MURRAY* AND FRANCISCO J. PRIETOt

*Systems Optimization Laboratory

Department of Operations Research

Stanford University

tDept. de Estadistica y Econometria

Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

Abstract

We analyze sequential quadratic programming (SQP) methods to solve non-
linear constrained optimization problems that are more flexible in their def-
inition than standard SQP methods. The type of flexibility introduced is
motivated by the necessity to deviate from the standard approach when
solving large problems. Specifically we no longer require a minimizer of
the QP subproblem to be determined or particular Lagrange multiplier es-

timates to be used. Our main focus is on an SQP algorithm that uses a
particular augmented Lagrangian merit function. New results are derived
for this algorithm under weaker conditions than previously assumed; in
particular, it is not assumed that the iterates lie on a compact sct.

1. Introduction

The problem of interest is the following:

minimize F(x)
xEK- NP
s.t. c(x) > 0,

where F : R" --+ R and c : R1 --+ Rm. Since we shall not assume second derivatives are
known, computing x*, a point satisfying the first-order KKT conditions for NP is the best
that can be achieved. Such points are feasible and satisfy the following conditions:

VF(x*) = Vc(x*)T)\*, A*cj(x*) = 0 j = 1,...,m (1.1)

for some nonnegative multiplier vector A* E Rm. Whenever the term "KKT point" is
used in the following sections, what will be meant is a point satisfying the first-order KKT

*Research supported by the National Science Foundation Grant DDM-9204208; the Department of Energy
Grant DE-FG03-92ER25117; the Office of Naval Research Qrant N00014-90- 3-1242 and the NATO travel
grant No. !"1525

t Research partially supported by a grant from the Bank of Spain and the NATO travel grant No. 500525.
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conditions for NP. Despite this theoretical limitation we shall prefer some KKT points to
others in order to try and satisfy our real purpose of finding a minimizer. For example, if
the initial estimate is feasible we do not wish to converge to a nearby KKT point if at that
point the objective function is higher.

We use the term stationary point to denote a point that is feasible and satisfies (1.1) for
some multiplier vector \ E Rn that is not necessarily nonnegative.

Typically SQP algorithms generate a sequence of points {Xk} converging to a solution,
by solving at each point, Xk, a quadratic program (QP) of the form

minimize VF(xk)Tp + .P QPPEs~n 2P~pQp

s.t. c(xk) + Vc(Xk)p Ž_ 0

for some positive definite matrix Hk. Let Pk (referred to as the search direction) denote the
unique solution to QP. We define xk+1 = xA + akPk, where the steplength ak is chosen to
achieve a reduction in a merit function.

SQP algorithms are viewed by many as the best approach to the solution of NP when n
is small ( < 200 ). As the size of the problem grows, usually so does the relative importance
of the effort to solve QP when compared to the total effort. Indeed for many large problems
the effort to solve QP dominates the total effort.

When the minimizer of QP is used to define the search direction, it is not necessary in ally
theoretical discussion of an SQP algorithm to define how the QP subproblem is solved. All
implementations of SQP methods currently available use an active-set method to solve the
QP subproblem. For a comprehensive survey of active-set methods see [GMW81], [Fle87]
and [GMSW91]. The potential number of iterations to solve a QP using an active-set
method grows exponentially with n. In practice the number of iterations grows much more
slowly than exponential (if this was not the case active-set methods would be hopelessly
inefficient). Nonetheless, the number of iterations required to solve a large QP is usually
large. In any implementation of an SQP method it is necessary to limit the number of
iterations allowed to solve a given QP subproblem. If the QP solution process is terminated
prematurely the SQP algorithm may break down. It is in part for this reason that the
development of SQP methods for large-scale problems has been inhibited. Even for small
problems there are occasions when the number of QP iterations is excessive. Since the
definition of "small" continues to increase as computers become more powerful we can
expect the cost of solving the subproblems to grow in importance.

In the algorithms presented here we have endeavored to improve the efficiency of SQP
methods by circumventing the need to determine the minimizer of QP. We show that a
suitable search direction may be computed from information available at any stationary
point of QP. Stationary points occur as iterates within most active-set methods to solve QP
and for such methods the number of iterations to determine a stationary point increases
only linearly with the size of the problem. Consequently, the search direction may be found
by applying an active-set method to QP and terminating the procedure early.

It may be thought that by expending much less eFiori, to compute the search direction,
the number of iterations for the outer algorithm may increase. However, it has been observed
that large numbers of QP iterations are required only when xk is a poor approximation to
x*, that is, when the QP subproblem does not model the nonlinear problem well. We
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hypothesize that a search direction based on the minimizer of such subproblems is little
better than using information at a stationary point. Our preliminary results reported in
Section 6 support this hypothesis.

Not solving the QP subproblem also implies that we do not know the QP multipliers,
which are often used to estimate the multipliers of NP. In general, SQP methods usually
use some specific estimate of the NP multipliers in the definition of the method and hence
in the proof of convergence. When solving large problems specific definitions of multiplier
estimates are not always computationally attractive. In our analysis we allow for flexibility
in how multipliers are defined by requiring only that the multiplier estimates satisfy certain
conditions.

Incomplete solutions for QP subproblems

There have been other proposals to define the search direction for an SQP algorithm other
than as the minimizer of the QP subproblem. In Dembo and Tulowitzki [DT85] an algorithm
is analyzed for which the search direction pk has the property that

IIPk - All = o(IlpkjI),

where p* denotes the minimizer for the k-th QP subproblem.
We follow a different approach and define a search direction for which the effort to

compute it has a guaranteed bound. A different algorithm, but using the same approach,
was suggested by Gurwitz and Overton [GO89]. However, no global convergence results
were given for their algorithm.

In the course of solving a QP an active-set method generates iterates that are stationary
points. We show that such points may be used to construct a suitable search direction. The
step to the stationary point is not in general an adequate search direction. However, if
the stationary point is not a minimizer then there exist nonoptimal multipliers. We show
how an auxiliary direction may be constructed using information about the nonoptimal
multipliers. This auxiliary direction, when combined with the step to the stationary point,
gives a suitable search direction.

Terminating the QP algorithm prior to obtaining a solution impacts the SQP algorithm
in a number of critical ways. Not only is the search direction different, but also the QP
multipliers will not be available. The merit function of principal interest requires the defi-
nition of a search direction in the space of the multipliers. In the past, this search direction
has been defined using the QP multipliers. The fact that such multipliers are positive was
crucial in the analysis of these algorithms. The consequences of terminating the QP solution
process early are therefore far reaching.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the form of
,..e general algorithm, and the definition of the search direction. Section 3 studies the
convergence properties of the algorithm; it is a'owri that such an algu-ithiii is globa!ly
convergent. In Section 4 we show that the algorithm converges superlinearly. We also show
that the penalty parameter used in the merit function is bounded. Section 5 considers the
use of alternative merit functions. Finally, Section 6 presents numerical results obtained
from an implementation that uses the merit function of principal interest.
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2. Description of the algorithm

The search direction we propose could be used with most of the merit functions analyzed
in the literature. However, our primary interest is the following merit function:

LA(X, \,Sp))= F(T) - AT(c(x) - s) + ½p(c(x) - s)T(c(x) - s) , (2.1)

where s > 0 are slack variables, and the scalar p is known as the penalty parameter.
This merit function was suggested by Gill et al. [GMSW86b] and is used in the SQP

code NPSOL. It is similar to merit functions proposed by Wright [Wri76] and Schittkowski
[Sch8l]. Although our primary interest is this specific merit function, we also show (Section
5) how the ideas discussed can be extended to the use of other merit functions. The reason
for our focus on this merit function is due to the success in practice of NPSOL. The merit
function is also used in a new SQP code, LSSQP [Eld9l], designed to solve large problems.

The search is performed on an expanded space, including the Lagrange multiplier es-
timates A, and the slack variables s. The symbols p, ý and q will be used to denote the
components of the search direction on the corresponding subspaces. In this case, the value
of the merit function as a function of the steplength will be denoted by

((a) =_ LA(x + ap, A + aý, s + aq, p). (2.2)

The derivative of 0 with respect to a is denoted by 0/. Also, Ok(a) and 04(a) will be used
to indicate the values of 4 and 4V evaluated at (xk,pk, A47k, sk,qk, Pk).

The following conventions will be used in the rest of the paper:

gk = VF(xk), Ak = Vc(xk), ck = c(xk),

and the symbols Ak and c will be used with the same meaning as Ak and ck, but restricted
to the set of active constraints at the given point. The term active constraint will be used
to designate a constraint that is satisfied exactly at the current point (cj(x) = 0 in NP, or
aTp = -cj in QP), and the set of all constraints active at a given point will be referred to
as the active set at the point.

The objective function for the QP subproblem will be denoted by lk(p),

Ok(P) = gTp + IpTHkp. (2.3)

Sometimes, 0 will denote the function of one variable k(-Y) =_ k(p + 7d).
For any vector v, the notation v- will be used to denote the vector whose j-th element

is defined as
vj =-min(0, vj).

Finally, the symbol e denotes the vector (1, ... 1 )T, and symbols of the form/abc denote
fixed scalars related to properties of the problem, or the implementation of the algorithm,
where "abc" identifies the specific scalar represented.
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The algorithm

We first present an outline of the algorithm. Given Ho positive definite, z0 and A0, select
P-1 0 O, 0 < a < r 1,/7 < > jc-(xo)lo,, _ Ž IIAoll and •,, > 0.

Algorithm ETSQP

repeat
Obtain the search direction Pk from the QP subproblemminp ,bk(p) g'p + ½pTHkP

s.t. Akp + Ck ŽO 0

Compute 14k, an estimate of A* such that iiiII I-<
G - Pk - Ak
if Pk-I = 0

Compute sk from (sk)j = max(O, (ck)j)
else

Compute sk from (sk)j = max(O, (ck)j - (Ak)j/pk-1)
end if
qk - Akpk + Ck - Sk
if O14(0) _< -½PTHkpk

Pk '- Pk-I
else

2 k(pk) + (2Ak - Ik)T(Ck Sk)
Pk <..- lick Sk12O

end if

if 4bk(l) _ 4ik(O) + 0aqb'(0)
& -

else
Select & E (0, 1) to satisfy

-Ok(&) < Ok(0) + _&<4(0), IO(&)I • -7e(O)
end if
while c(xk + QPk) • -O3e or 41k(a) > 47Sk(0) + oa&O'k(0) do

& <-/2
end do
ak <-- 6

Xk+I ( + ak ( Pk

Ak+I Ak G k

Compute gk+1, Ak+j and ck+l
Update Hk to form Hk+I
ku k+n

until convergence
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The following are some comments on the steps of the algorithm.

"* At each point xA, we form the QP subproblem

minimize gP + PHkP (2.4a)
pERn

subject to Akp > -ck, (2.4b)

and determine a stationary point for QP, that is, a point Ok satisfying

9k ± Hkjk = A'k, (2.5a)

Akfk + Ck > 0, 7rT(Akfik + Ck) = 0, (2.5b)

for some vector 7rk E Rm.

From information available at the stationary point we construct a search direction Pk

and AAk an estimate of A*. The precise conditions that Pk and 14 need to satisfy are
given later in this section. If Pk = 0, we set Ak = Ak and terminate. Otherwise, we
compute the search direction in the space of the multiplier estimates ýk as

G = Ak - Ak. (2.6)

"* The slack variables sk are computed from

max (0, (Ck) 3 ) if Pk-1 = 0,

(sk)j max(O, (ck)j - otherwise. (2.7)

These values minimize the merit function (2.1) at (Xk, Ak, pk-1) with respect to the
slack variables.

The slack variables sk appear in the merit function (2.1) as part of the term ck - Sk.

From (2.7), this term takes the value

( min (0, (ck)W) if Pk-. = 0,
min ((ck)j, -- L) otherwise.

We shall require the following inequality:

iCk 115 lick - SkOl. (2.9)

To simplify the notation in the justification of this result, we drop the subscript k.

If cj - s= cj then clearly Ici - sjl = IcjJ _> Ic.-I.

Ifcj - sj cj and ci 0 0, then c, = 0 < Icj - sj. Otherwise, cj - sj $ cj and cj < 0.
From (2.8) we get ci - sj < cj < 0, and hence Jcj - sj > Ici > IcJI. We have shown

1•, I c, - sjl under all circumstances, implying (2.9).
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* The search direction in the space of the slack vari!hles qk is set to the vector of slack
variables for the QP subproblem, i.e.

qk = Akpk + Ck - Sk. (2.10)

For a linear constraint this choice keeps the corresponding slack variable at its opti-
mum value.

* The penalty parameter will not be modified if the condition

€•(0 -2 kHA;k, (2.11)

is satisfied, where Ack(a) is defined in (2.2). Otherwise, we define the penalty parameter
as

Pk = max(2pk-1, Pk,/30), (2.12)

where /3p is some positive constant,

"OA'k(Pk) + (2Ak - 11k)T(CIk - Sk)
Pk = lick - 4k112  (2.13)

and Okk was defined in (2.3). It will be shown that the definition (2.12) ensures that

(Pk, k, q%) is a sufficient descent direction for the merit function, in the sense that
condition (2.11) holds for this value of the penalty parameter.

* The steplength ak > 0 is computed to reduce Ok(a) while keeping the constraint
violation bounded. The termination conditions for the linesearch are as follows:

If

Ok(1) - Ok(o) !< 0€(0), (2.14)

set & = 1. Otherwise, find an & E (0, 1) such that

Ok(a) - 40(0) S T&'k(o) (2.15a)
¢k(61) > r0¢k(O), (2.15b)

where 0 < o, < 77 < 1.

If the condition
c(XA: + &Pk) Ž -/30 e (2.16)

holds, we define ak = &; otherwise we compute ak by performing a backtracking
linesearch from & until (2.15a) and (2.16) are both satisfied. It will be shown later
that such a steplength always exists, and that Algorithm ETSQP is well defined. This
definition of the steplength ensures that c(xk) > -/O3e for all k. A more sophisticated
algorithm could be used to determine ak when (2.16) does not hold. However, we
anticipate such events will be rare.

Finally, xk and Ak are updated from

Xk+1 = k + ak Pk (2.17)
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The definition of the search direction

At each iteration of ETSQP an inner iteration is performed to determine the search di-
rection by solving the QP subproblem (2.4) using an active-set method. The following is
an outline of a suitable algorithm to determine the search direction. The outer iteration
subscript has been omitted, and the subscript i refers to the inner iterations.

We assume that positive constants p, 13b, 7M have been defined.

Algorithm SD

Compute P0 satisfying:

Apo + c > 0, IlPoll - /lIlc-II, gTpo -< plic-II

Form Ao, the active-set matrix at po, as the set of all rows in A corresponding to
active QP constraints at po

repeat

"ompute pi from H AT 0 P -g - H

SP1, infj aTPin ( f- a I arp, < 0OD
Pi+1 - Pi + 7iPi
Set Ai+j to be the active-set matrix at Pi+l
i -i+I

until (pi, ri) satisfy (2.5)

P - Pi
7r '- 7ri

ifr > 0
p4--3

else
Define v to satisfy: jjvjl = 1, v > 0, vj rj < 0 V j, vTir <_ Obminj rj

Compute d by solving: min{aPTd I Aid = v}
d •-d/d

-- min(_ (g( +Hp)Td i"f r _+_a_ I 0_,M
THd aTd Ia 3 d <

if 110 + -ydll > 11011
p- p+-td

else

p4--
end if

end if
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Some comments on this procedure are presented below.

" An initial feasible point Po of the QP subproblem is obtained.

When the minimizer of the QP is used as the search direction, then, given the unique-
ness of p, the choice of p0 is irrelevant. If we determine the search direction from a
stationary point that is not a minimizer, the sequence of stationary points that we
compute depends directly or, the value of po0 We wish to define the initial point in
such a manner that all stationary points are satisfactory points at which to terminate
the solution process. It will be seen that the following conditions on p0 are sufficient
to ensure our objective.

- For some constant OP > C,

IIpII • 3plic-Ii and gTpo T /PO lc-II. (2.18)

"* A sequence of feasible descent steps are taken, for example, by first computing the
step pi to the minimizer of the QP on the current working set as the solution of the
system of equations

(HA AT) - ) = (-g-Hp,), (2.19)

where pi is the current estimate. A step 2, is taken, where -i is obtained as either one
or the step to the nearest constraint,

S= min(,inf aTpi T , (2.20)
Sap

The QP algorithm may be terminated at any stationary point f. (Algorithm SD is
terminated at the first stationary point.) It will be seen in the proofs that to always
use P3 as the search direction will not in general ensure convergence.

"* If f is the minimizer of the QP subproblem, that is, if ir > 0, the search direction p is
defined as p p, otherwise

f -- d if 111 < 11I + idI,
_ otherwise, 

(2.21)

where the vector d and the scalar "' are computed with the following properties:

- d is feasible with respect to the active QP constraints at P, Aid > 0, and it has
unit norm, (ld!! = 1.

- The rate of descent along d is sufficiently large. Specifically, we require

(H3 + g)Td < 3b min) r,, (2.22)

for some positive constant Ob.
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There are many procedures for computing a sui able vector d; we now describe
one such procedure (see algorithm SD). It proceeds by defining an auxiliary
vector v with the following properties

IlvII = 1, v > o, vjirj _ 0 Vj, vTr < ibmin rj;

such a vector can be obtained for example by letting

Vj 1 if rj < 0
0 otherwise

We then compute d the least-length solution of Aiy = v and set

d = d/ljdII. (2.23)

The scalar ' is given by
"• = min(i, 5', 7), (2.24)

where 7M is a specified upper bound on the steplength,

=inf{ - I a T d < O,(2.25)
.7aTd I ad

is the largest feasible step from P along d, and

(g + Hu)TdSdTHd (2.26)

is the step to the minimizer of O'(P + -d).

The multiplier estimates

Equation (2.6) defining the search direction on the multiplier space ýk requires the compu-
tation of an estimate Ilk for the Lagrange multipliers. The estimates {fk} are then used to
update {fAk}, the Lagrange multiplier estimate used in the merit function. To allow flexi-
bility in algorithm design we have chosen to specify conditions on the multipliers estimates
yk rather than give explicit definitions.

It will be shown that the following conditions on Ilk are sufficient to ensure that the
algorithm is globally convergent.

MC1. The estimates Ak are uniformly bounded in norm, that is IIltIkj _• 0" < Oc.

XIC2. The complementarity condition tT(Akpk + ck) = 0 is satisfied at all iterations.

We may satisfy these conditions by choosing Yk = 0. Condition MC2 is made for
convenience; condition MC1 and the form in which the multiplier estimates are updated
imply that {Ak} are uniformly bounded.

Lemma 2.1. If condition MC1 holds, then IA141 :<5 0, for all k.
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Proof. The proof is by induction. We select 3i, to satisfy IlAoll <ft,. From (2.17),

Ak+l = Ak + adk(/k - Ak), k > 0. (2.27)

Using norm inequalities and 0 < ak !5 1, we have

IIAk+1II _< aklIlk1 + (1 - ak)IlAkI _< akOk., + (1 - ak) 3 ,M -- M,

as required. I

Second-order information

We choose the matrices {Hk} to be positive definite and bounded, with bounded condition
number. In practice, such matrices may be generated (see [GMSW86a]) by updating a
quasi-Newton approximation to the Hessian of the Lagrangian function or the Hessian of
the augmented Lagrangian function in each iteration together with certain safeguards (for
example, if the factors of Hk are updated, by enforcing bounds on the size of the elements,
and ensuring sufficiently positive diagonal elements). These conditions can be written as
follows:

HC1. /•hH < oo is the largest eigenvalue of {Hk}.

HC2. 0,,H > 0 is the smallest eigenvalue of {Hk}.

3. Global convergence results

The results in this section establish global convergence properties for algorithm ETSQP.
We first introduce the assumptions under which we shall show convergence, and then we
prove the following results:

"* The iterates {Xk} lie on a compact set.

- In Lemma 3.1 we show that the quantities associated with the algorithm are well
defined at all points.

- In Lemma 3.2 it is shown that if IlDkxl is large then IIpkII cannot be arbitrarily
small.

- In Lemma 3.3 we show that p computed using algorithm SD satisfies

0(p) =- gTp + !pTHp < --IPTHp + 0211c - S11,

where #1 and 02 are positive constants.

- Lemma 3.4 proves that the sequence {xk} lies on a compact set.

- Lemma 3.5 shows that the sequence {Pk} also remains bounded.

"* The sequence {IIp1II} dominates the sequence {flxk - x*I1}, where x* denotes a KKT
point closest to Xk. The main implication of this result is that IIPkII - 0 is sufficient
to ensure that zk - x*, a KKT point of NP.
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- It is shown in Lemma 3.6 that, under the assumptions we make, the KKT points
for problem NP are isolated.

- Lemma 3.7 introduces another preliminary result, proving that if Pk --* 0 along
a subsequence then along this subsequence 1Ixk - x*l1 --* 0, where x* is a KKT
point for NP nearest to xk. Moreover, for large enough k, Pk is the minimizer of
the QP subproblem, and the correct active set at x* is identified.

- The proof that IIPkII dominates IJxk - x*II is given in Lemma 3.8.

"* Bounds on the growth of the penalty parameter pk.

We cannot prove that pk will remain bounded in the algorithm without stronger con-
ditions on the multiplier estimate Ik, but we can show that its growth is bounded by
certain quantities related with the algorithm, and that is enough to prove convergence.

- We show in Lemma 3.9 that at all the iterations where the penalty parameter is

modified the following bounds hold,

PkllCk - SkIl _< N and pkIlpkIl 2 < N.

- In Lemma 3.10 and Lemma 3.11 we show that similar inequalities hold at all
iterations.

"* The steplength ak is bounded away from zero if we are not close to a solution.

- We first need a bound on the second derivatives of qO(a). In Lemma 3.12 we
prove that qOk(ak) _• N for some positive constant N.

- In Lemma 3.13 we show that, if IJplJJ is large enough, there exists a value a > 0
independent of the iteration such that ak 5 t.

"* In Theorem 3.1 we show that Xk -- x

"* Finally, we prove that Ak -, A*.

- This result requires stronger conditions on the multiplier estimate /1k than just
MC1 and MC2. We start by introducing a third condition MC3.

- Lemma 3.14 strengthens the result in Lemma 3.13 showing that, under the new
conditions on the multipliers, ak is uniformly bounded away from zero.

- In Theorem 3.2 we show that Ak -• A*.

Assumptions

Some of the following assumptions make use of the concepts of stationary points and KKT
points at infinity. We will say that NP has a stationary point at infinity if there exist
sequences {xk} and {(lk} such that IlXkII -- oc and/or II7lkII + oo, and

ck - 0, ATr7 - 9k - 0, 77k Ck -

If in addition to these conditions we also have r/k -* 0 , then we have a, KKT point at
infinity.

We make the following assumptions:
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Al. For some constant Pic > 0, the global minimum of the problem

minimize F(x)XE~n
s.t. e(X) _> -O•ce,

is bounded below.

A2. There exist no KKT points at infinity for problem NP.

A3. F, ci and their first and second derivatives are continuous and uniformly bounded in
norm on a compact set.

A4. The Jacobian corresponding to the active constraints at all KKT points has full rank.

A5. A feasible point ph exists to all the QP subproblems, satisfying

IPko1i < plIc -II and gjPko < iPIlIc -1I

for some constant Op > 0.

A6. Strict complementarity holds at all stationary points of NP, including stationary points
at infinity, if they exist.

A7. The reduced Hessian of the Lagrangian function is nonsingular at all KKT points.

The larger the value of /#, the stronger is assumption Al. There will be problems, for
example F(x) = f(x)Tf(X), where it is known a priori that assumption Al holds with

03, = co. Also, if Al does not hold with i3• = 0 then it is possible for any reasonable
algorithm to diverge.

Assumption A5 imposes conditions on the initial point for the QP. It is possible that
no point satisfies these conditions; this would be the case for example if one of the QP
subproblems generated by the algorithm is not feasible. Nevertheless, by introducing an
additional variable it is possible to construct a modified problem for which this condition
is satisfied trivially. Consider the problem

minimize 'F(x,i) - (1 - w)F(x) + w,

s.t. c(x)+e>_0 and i>_0,

where t E R and w E [0, 1]. The KKT points for this problem are also KKT points for NP
if NP is feasible and w is sufficiently close to one. The modified problem is always feasible,
and the corresponding QP subproblem takes the form

minimize (I - T)gTp + WP + 1 ( pT H ( H•

(Pj1,)ERn+' (-)kP~w+i 2) k(
s.t. Ck + Akp + ike + fie > 0

ik+_> 0.

For this QP subproblem the point

P0 = ( II(ck + )ke)I,. )
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is feasible since we can ensure that Xk _> 0. Therefore there always exists a feasible point
that satisfies A5 with )3p = 1 since IlPO0l = I(ck + ike)-Ikco and

VF~po ((1 _ w)gTj w) ( ) = • i(c. + Ie)Ik < II(ck' + ±ke)-1,

implying that Assumption A5 is redundant for the modified problem.

Existence of the iterates

We start by showing that all the quantities associated with the algorithm are well defined.
In particular, we show that the choice of penalty parameter ensures (2.11) is satisfied and
that the steplength exists.

Lemma 3.1. Under assumptions A3, A5 and conditions HC1, HC2, the procedures given
in the algorithm to compute the values of the penalty parameter pk and the steplength ak
are well defined.

Proof. We drop the subscript k denoting the iteration number, to simplify the notation.
Consider the gradient of the merit function LA, defined in (2.1), with respect to x, A

and s,
(g(x) - A(x)TA + pA(x)W(c(x) - s)

VLA(XA,s)= -(c(x) - s)_. (3.1)

It follows from (2.6), (2.10) and (2.2) that 0'(0) is given by

0'(0) = pTg - pTATA + ppTAT(c - s) - (c - s)Tý + ATq - pqT(c - s)
= pTg + (2A - A)T(c - s) - plic - sjl', (3.2)

where g, A, and c are evaluated at x.
If 1Ic - s*I = 0, from (2.9) and (2.18) we have P0 = 0, and since O(p) = pTg + ½pTHp <

ip(po) = 0 it follows that
'0 pTg < _½PTHp'

implying that p does not need to be modified.
If 1Ic - sil > 0, we obtain from (3.2) that for p = 3 (defined in (2.13))

€(0=) gTp + (2A tz)T(c - s) - 011c- _S112 I -PHP

which implies the desired descent condition (2.11) is satisfied for all p > 0.
An immediate consequence of (2.11) and the properties of Hk is the following bound on

the directional derivative:
€'k(o) !5 -½2&3-HIIPAkll2. (3.3)

It follows from the procedure to increase the value of the penalty parameter (see (2.12))
that Pk --* oo if and only if the parameter is increased an infinite number of times.
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We also need to prove that the value of ak introduced in the algorithm is well defined.
We show that if condition (2.14) is not satisfied, a steplength &k E (0, 1) that satisfies
conditions (2.15) always exists (see, for example, Mor6 and Sorensen [MS84]).

Define the functions

X(a) - (a) - 0(0) - aa4Y(0)
C(a) 0=(a) - 74'(0),

and note that from a < 77 and 0'(0) < 0, implied by (2.11), we have

X'(a) = 0'(a) - a¢'(0) < 0'(a) - 770'(0) = ((a), (3.4)

for any a.
If (2.14) does not hold,

0(1) - 0(0) > o'€(0) =• X(1) > O,

and we also have X(O) = 0. From these two results and the mean-value theorem, there will
be a point 6 E [0, 1] such that X'(6 ) > 0, and from (3.4), ((6) > 0.

From ei(0) < 0 we have C(O) < 0, and the continuity of C (assumption A3) will imply
the existence of a zero of ( in (0, 6). Let d denote the smallest point in (0, 6) such that
C(d) = 0, that is,

0'(6) = 71'(0), (3.5)

and condition (2.15b) is satisfied at 6.
From C(0) < 0 we must have

((a) < 0 Va E [0, 6) 0 '(a) < m/¢'(0) Va E [0, 6), (3.6)

implying that condition (2.15b) is not satisfied for any point in [0, 6).
Finally, from (3.4) and (3.6), we have

x'(a) < 0 Va E [0, 6),

and this together with X(O) = 0 implies X(d) < 0, that is,

¢0(d) - 0(0) < a6i'(0), (3.7)

showing that 6 satisfies both conditions (2.15) simultaneously.
We still need to consider condition (2.16). For the function h(a) c(x + ap) + /3,e we

have from (2.4b)
h'(0) = Ap > -c.

If - c > c3 > -3,, we have hi(0) Ž 0 and h•(0) > 1/3c > 0; if ci > -1,3, then h,(0) >2 . .....

210 > 0 and in any case there exists a value & > 0 such that h,(a) > 0 (implying cj(x+ap) >
-#,) for all j and all a E [0, &], implying that for a E [0, min(d, 6)] both conditions (2.15a)
and (2.16) hold simultaneously. I

This lemma implies that all the quantities associated with the algorithm are well defined.
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Boundedness of the iterates

To prove global convergence we show first that if assumptions Al and A2 hold, all points
in the sequence {xk} generated by the algorithm lie on a compact set. We start by showing
that for IIxkJI large enough we cannot have IIPkII arbitrary small.

Lemma 3.2. Under assumptions A2 and A6 and condition HC1, there exist positive con-
stants M and c such that zxkII >_ M =# HpkJ >- E.

Proof. Assume this result does not hold. Then, for any positive constants M and E we
can find iterates such that IixkII _ M and IIPk[I < c, and we could construct a sequence
{xk}, and its associated sequence {Pk}, along which IHxkII --+ oo and IJpkII --4 0. For this
sequence, from J PkJ-+ 0 and (2.4b), we must have Ilck l1 -+ 0. Also, from the definition of
Pk, (2.21), it must hold that J Pk-J "+ 0, and from (2.5a) and MC1, we must have

I!AIrk - All = II/HkfkI -4 0.

Since Ilpkll -- 0 and IIJkll -- 0, using (2.21) and Ildkll = 1, we also have either j -* 0
or 7k = 0 for k large enough. It then follows from (2.24) that either min(lk, 7k) -. 0 or

"7k = 7k = 0 for k large enough. If 7k -* 0 along a subsequence, then (2.25) implies for some
constraint j that (rk)I -+ 0 and cj(xk) --+ 0, but this would contradict assumption A6. If
7k --+ 0 along a subsequence, then from (2.26) and (2.22) we get 117r-II --+ 0.

The properties of this sequence,

IIxkI- 00, lIck- -- 0, IIAk 7rk - AIll -• 0,

and either O1ir11 -- 0 or 11r11 = 0 for k large enough imply there exists a KKT point at
infinity, which violates assumption A2, so the lemma must hold. I

Another result we need for the compactness proof is a bound on the value of the QP
objective function at the incomplete solution for the QP.

Lemma 3.3. Under assumption A5 and conditions HC1, HC2, for p computed by algo-
rithm SD there exist constants,31 > 0 and I2 > 0 such that

O(p) = gTp + 1pTjHp < I-OpTHp +01211c - Sll.

Proof. The result will be shown by considering first the initial point for the QP, P0, and
then the descent achieved in each QP iteration.

By definition

,O(po) = -- poTHpo + gTpo + pToHpo.

Since I11pol - I3plIc-I1 and gTpo:S OplIc-Ic (assumption AS), condition HC1 on H implies
0(po) _< -IpoHUpo + /lIc-ll + #1.H 2cII 2. (3.8)

Consider the quadratic function b7 + ½cy2, where b < 0 and c > 0; then for all Y E
[0, -b/c] (between 0 and the minimizer), we have

b 227•<-- =• 7 (b+c 7 )<0 =•. b7+½c7•<-$c7 • (3.9)
c.
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The change in the QP objective function at any intermediate QP iteration i can be
represented as

O(PI+i) - O(Pi) = P-?dTHdi + -y(g + Hpi)T di, (3.10)

where di is used to denote the QP step obtained from (2.19) or the final step d defined in
(2.23), and 71 is a feasible steplength bounded by the steplength to the minimizer along vi, as
defined in (2.20) or (2.24). We have dfiHdi > 0 (from condition HC2) and (g+Hpi)Tdi < 0
(from condition (2.22) and min 1rj < 0), implying that we can apply the bound (3.9) to
(3.10) to obtain

¢(il - '¢(Pt) •< -- •7Qdi Hd1. (3.11)

If we have taken N iterations to compute p (the search direction), by adding the in-
equalities (3.11) for i = 0,..., N and using (3.8) we obtain

N

P(p) = C(po) + E("(pi) - O(pi-O)
i=1

N

<-(poTHpo+ Z--27•dTHdi)+Ipllc-cI+1,tlvH0/3cIIC jj2. (3.12)
i=1

We can use the convexity of the function pTHp (implied by property HC2) to write

N 1 N N 1
pgTHp° += 7

2 dT Hdi + 1 (PON + E yidi)H(po + E=Z7idi) N 1pHp.

This result together with (3.12) implies
1

O(p) -< 2(N + 1) p Hp + Ipllc-I + #/ivH IfIlC-I2. (3.13)

Since c- > /ce the desired result follows from this inequality and (2.9). I
We can now prove the main result of this section.

Lemma 3.4. Under assumptions Al, A2, A3, A5 and A6, and conditions MCI, HC1
and HC2, the sequence {xk} generated by the algorithm lies on a compact set.

Proof. First we show the set of points at which the penalty parameter is modified lies on
a compact set. If pk remains bounded it follows from the manner the penalty parameter is
modified, (2.12), that there is only a finite set of such points. Therefore we need only study
the case when Pk --+ oo. Consider the iterations k where the penalty parameter is modified.
From condition MCI and the boundedness of the multiplier estimates Ak (Lemma 2.1), we
have

1l2Ak - t'kil • 21Akil + II/'kl <_ 301. (3.14)

This result, together with the definition of the penalty parameter (2.13), and Lemma 3.3
gives

PkIlck - SkA112 < g[pk + ½pTHkpk + (2Ak -- Ik)T(ck - Sk)

S(/#1 + 3/,)l'ck- - SkIl k HkPk. (3.15)
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As we have assumed Pk -- 0o, (3.15) implies lick - skil -+ 0, and from (2.9) also Ilcki1 -- 0.
From Lemma 3.3 and (3.14) we have

vk -gipk + (2Ak - Ik)T(ck - Sk) (3.16a)

<_ - Hkpk kpHkpk + (#Ii + 3/#,.)lIck - sk 11. (3.16b)

If llpkAl > c > 0 along an infinite subsequence, then it follows from lick - skil -- 0 and
MC2 that there exists an index K such that for all k > K in the subsequence,

(O3p + 30m)JIck - SkiA ;1• pTHkpk.

From (3.16b) we obtain the following bound on wk,

Wk :5_< P -- Hk Pk, (3.17)

for k > K. From (3.16a) and the bounds (3.17) and (3.2), we have for sufficiently large k

Oý;(o) = Wk - pkIICk - Skl12 < W/k : -jP'ITkPk.

This last inequality implies that Pk is not modified for all k > K, which contradicts our
assumption that the penalty parameter was modified an infinite number of times.

We have shown that llPklI -- 0 along the subsequence at which the penalty parameter
is modified. The boundedness of IjXkII along this subsequence follows from Lemma 3.2.

We now consider those points corresponding to iterations where the penalty parameter
is not modified. From condition (2.16) on the linesearch and assumption Al, we have
F(xk) 2! /3 > -oo for all k. Also, from Lemma 2.1 IlAkil is bounded, implying that

LA(zk,,Ak, Sk, pk) 2! OF - max 2A, , M > -00. (3.18)

Since IlxklI is bounded when Pk j Pk-1 and LA(Xk, Ak,s k,pk) is reduced when Pk = Pk-1 it
follows that LA(Xk, Ak, sk, Pk) is bounded. Moreover, the reduction in LA(Xk, Ak,s k, Pk) is
bounded for a sequence of iterations for which Pk is not changed. Let I denote the index
at which pk is modified and let I < k < K denote the iterates for which Pk remains fixed.
It follows from the above reasoning that there exists N such that

K

0, - OKg = (-"k - 4+0) < N, (3.19)
k=1

where to simplify the notation we have used -kk M Ok(O).
From the termination condition for the linesearch (2.15a), (3.3) and (3.19), we also have

K K
½eTI3SJH akIPkIl 2 _ -'( - (kk+l) < N. (3.20)

k=1 k=I

This result implies that akljpkII is bounded. Hence if IIxjkI is not bounded there must exist
sets of iterates with indices, say s8 + 1 < k < rj for I = 1,2,..., such that ilXsI !5 M,
IIzkxl > M for M large enough, lim-.o. rl = oo, and lim-..o-o 1Xr,,l --+ 00. It follows that if
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M is chosen so that M > max{llxill} then Pk is constant in the interval st < k < ri. The
existence of an index such that IIX, jI < M is assured since we have IIxlI < M and at least
one index in the interval for which IIxkIi > M. From these assumptions and definitions it
follows that

7.'-1

E kllPkll- IIXr, - X,,Il --+ 0. (3.21)
k=sj

It follows from Lemma 3.2 that IiPkII > c for st + 1 < k < r1 . From (3.21) we get

r! -- rj--1

y: a lIpj112  > c j jllpjl11 + a..Ilps , 11' -, + 00,

but this contradicts (3.20), implying that the points generated by the algorithm must lie
on a compact set. I

To complete this section, we show that the search direction computed from the QP
subproblem is bounded.

Lemma 3.5. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.4, the sequence {Pk} is bounded.

Proof. We drop the subscript k in the proof.
As aM the steps taken in the solution of the QP subproblem are descent steps, we have

from (2.3),

'(Po)>,(P) = gTp + P =T IIH-p+ H .gII2 - g,

implying from HC2 and ilall !5 Ila + bll + Ilbll,

V"',3.HIIPll -< IIHpllp _ IIH-•Hgll + IIH2p + H-½gll •_ IIH-2gll + V/2i,(po) + gT H- 1 g.

The boundedness of jlpll follows from this result Lemma 3.4, conditions HC1 and HC2 and
the bound (3.8). I

It is tacitly assumed in the remaining proofs that the assumptions A1-A7 and condi-
tions MC1, MC2, HC1 and HC2 hold.

The sequence of search directions {pkj

In this section we relate the behavior of the sequence {xk - x*}, where x* denotes a KKT
point closest to Xk, to that of the sequence {pk}. In particular, we show that hIpklI -• 0
implies xk -` x*, and so it is enough to prove that IIPkhI -+ 0 to establish global convergence.

Although the KKT point x* introduced above may not be unique, the assumptions made
on the problem, and more specifically assumption A7, imply that if hIxk - x* 11 is sufficiently
small then x* is unique, as the following Lemma shows. This result allows us to work with
a well-defined sequence {Xk - x*}, at least close to a KKT point; it will also imply that the
limit point of the sequence generated by the algorithm is unique.

Lemma 3.6. The KKT points for problem NP are isolated.
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Proof. Assume that the result does not hold, and let x* denote a KKT point for NP
that is not isolated, that is, for any E > 0 there exists a KKT point y, # x* satisfying
IIx* - yj < E. Consequently, there exists a sequence {Yk} such that Yk is a KKT point for
all k, Yk # x* and yk - ?.

For sufficiently small jIx* - ykjl the active sets at Yk and x* must be the same; otherwise
we would have for some constraint j that cj(x*) = 0 with both cj(yk) > 0 and (Ak)i = 0
along some subsequence, where Ak is the multiplier vector at yk. From assumptions A3
and A4 and (1.1) we have Ak --* A*, the multiplier vector at ?*, but this would imply
cj(x*) = A* = 0, contradicting assumption A6.

Let Zk denote a basis for the null-space of VW(yk), the Jacobian of the active constraints
at Yk, and Z* denote the corresponding basis at x*. Among all possible bases, Zk is selected
to have continuous first derivatives in a ball around x?. It follows from A4 and the fact the
active set is constant that such bases exist.

For any element of the sequence Ik and for x* we have from (1.1)

ZTVF(yk) = 0 and z*TvF(x*) = 0.

The Taylor series expansion of ZTVF(yk) around x* gives

0 = zTVF(Yk) = zT(VF(yk) - Vc(yI/) T A*)

= z*T(vF(x*) - Vc(x*)TA*) + (VZ(x*)(VF(x*) - Vc(x*)TA*)

+ z*Tv2L(x*, A*))(y! - x*) + o(Ilyk - x*II), (3.22)

where L(x, A) is the Lagrangian function of NP. Using (1.1) in (3.22), and dividing by

I/yk - X*1j gives

z*Tv2L(x*, A*)bk = o(1), where bk = Yk - X* (3.23)

Let ý denote the subset of constraints active at x* and Yk. If E is sufficiently small then
6k satisfies

e(Yk) = 0 = Vw(X*)(YAk - X*) + o(IlYk - x*il) * W(X*)6k = o(1). (3.24)

Finally, for any convergent subsequence of the bounded sequence {6fk}, with limit b, we
have from (3.23) and (3.24),

z*Tv2L(x*, A*)b = O, w(X*)6 = 0,

contradicting assumption A7. I
This result, together with A2, implies that the number of KKT points lying on any

compact region is finite. The distinctness and finiteness of the KKT points implies the
existence of c* > 0 such that for any two KKT points, say x? and x*, we have IIx*-x*4I > 2E*
It follows that if I1xk - x*1I < e*, where x* is a KKT point nearest to xk, then x* is unique.

We now analyze the sequence of search directions {pk}. The following result shows that
as Pk -- 0 we get close to KKT points of NP and we only need to consider values Pk obtained
as the minimizers for the corresponding subproblems. We complete this result by showing
that a small value of IjpkjI also implies that the correct active set at x* is identified, in the
sense that the active QP constraints at pk correspond to the active NP constraints at x*.
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Lemma 3.7. If along a subsequence Pk --* 0 then along this subsequence Ilxk - x*I -- 0,
where x* is a KKT point nearest to xk. For k large enough, x* is unique, Pk is the QP
minimizer and the correct active set at x* is identified.

Proof. A subsequence such that pk --+ 0 exists if and only if a subsequence exists such
that Pk --* 0 and the active set at pAc is constant. Let {r} denote the sequence of indices for
such a subsequence.

From the definition (2.21) of p, it follows immediately that Alp, + c, > 0. From p, --* 0
and assumption A3 it must hold that c,- -+ 0 and P, -* 0.

From (2.5) we have

- - Hg , r = 0 and irT(A,/•, + c,) = 0. (3.25)

Since P --* 0 it follows that

Tr, - g o--+0, rrc--0 and c- -0. (3.26)

We now show that for large enough r that p, must have been computed as the minimizer
for the QP. It follows from p, --+ 0 and [1d411 = 1 that either there exists K such that for all
r > K we have yf = 0 or Y -- 0 (see (2.24)). If we assume the latter it follows that

min(!,, i') - 0.

9 If j' --* 0 along a subsequence, then from (2.25) along this subsequence we will have
for some constraint j

Vcj(xv)T(Pr + j 7dr) + cj(Xr) = 0 and (ir,)j = 0,

which implies that
cj(xr) -- 0 and (irr)j = 0,

contradicting assumption A6.

* If ýr --- 0 along a subsequence, then from (2.22),

V)1(0) -+ 0,

which implies from condition HC1 and j1d1l = 1 that 0'(0) = (Hr#r + gr)Td 0-.
This result and condition (2.22) on d imply that for some constraint j we have (7rr)j <
0, (ir,)j --* 0 and Vc(xr)Tr + cj(xr) = 0, giving

c,(x,) -+ 0 and (r)j -- 0,

and again contradicting assumption A6.

We conclude therefore that 7• = 0 for r > K and this together with (3.25) implies Pr is the
minimizer of the QP subproblem. For r large enough lrr > 0, which together with (3.26)
and assumption A3 implies iz,. - x*11 --+ 0, where x* is the nearest KKT point to xr. For
r large enough x* is unique.
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Finally, we prove that for r large enough the active set of the QP coincides with the
active set of NP at x*. First note that for r large enough the active set of the QP must
be a subset of the constraints active at x*, otherwise p, is a step to a nonactive constraint
implying 11p,11 > c > 0. Assume that for the subsequence we have Vcj(x,)p, + cj(x,) > 0
and cj(x*) = 0. From (2.5b) we must have (7r,•) = 0, implying from the convergence of 7r,
that A* = 0, but this violates assumption A6, and for r large enough the correct active set
is known. I

This result shows that there is an c > 0 such that if IIpkII < c, then pk is the solution of
the QP subproblem, and the correct active set is known.

We have just shown that if Pk --+ 0 along a subsequence, then xk --. x*. To show pk -- 0,
we need a stronger result, giving a relationship between the rates of convergence of the
sequences {xk - x*} and {Pk}.

Lemma 3.8. If x* denotes a KKT point closest to xZ, then there exists a constant M such
that

IlXk - X*1 < MglPkII.

Proof. If IIpkII > c for all k then the result holds trivially since IUXkll and II x*J are both
bounded. Again let {r} denote the indices of a subsequence such that pr -+ 0 and the
active set at p, is constant. From Lemma 3.7, for this subsequence we have Ikx, - x*II 0.
We assume for the rest of this proof that r is large enough so that x* is unique, p, is the
minimizer of the QP and the correct active set has been identified.

Let 3, A and fr denote the corresponding quantities restricted to the constraints in the
active set. From assumption A4 we know that A* has full row rank, and we assume that r
is large enough so that A,. also has full rank.

Let Z, denote a basis for the null space of Ar, with uniformly bounded norm and
continuous first derivatives. From the optimality conditions for Pr, (2.5), we get

hZx H , )" = g ), = - A,. "
h(x) (=_r) 7 ~ Z9r=(r9rA A) (3.27)

Since h(x*) = 0, we have from the Taylor series expansion that

h1 (x,) = Sj((Gr)j)(Xr - X*)

where Sj((OG,)j) = Vhj(x* + (O,)j(Xr - x*)) and 0 < (,.)j _< 1. We have therefore

( ZTg, ) =-S(O)(X. - x*). (3.28)

From (3.22) we get

S(O)= ( Z* T V2L(?, A*) )

and assumptions A4 and A7 imply that S(0) is non-singular. It follows that for sufficiently
large values of r, S(O,) is also nonsingular. It then follows from (3.28) that for some positive
constant M1,

li,• - X*II • MI(IIZTg9,l + 11cll)• (3.29)
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From assumption A3, property HC1 and (3.27) it follows that

M 2 11PII Ž_ IIZT'gIl + 11a11, (3.30)

for some positive constant M 2 .

Since the subsequence {Pk} such that Pk --* 0 is composed of a finite number of subse-
quences for which p, --+ 0 and the active set at p, is constant, the required result follows
from (3.29) and (3.30). 1

Bounds on the penalty parameter

The conditions we have imposed on the algoritl~m (and more specifically on the multiplier
estimate) are not sufficient to ensure that the penalty parameter is bounded. However,
bounds on pk are related to the behavior of different quantities in the algorithm, and in

particular to IIPkll and lick - -k I. The following Lemmas introduce bounds on the size of Pk
in terms of these quantities. We start by presenting the results for those iterations where
the penalty parameter is modified, and then we extend the results to general iterations.

The notation ki is used in all that follows to indicate iter ,tions at which the value of
the penalty parameter needs to be modified.

Lemma 3.9. For any iteration ki in which the value of p is modified,

Pk, 1iCk, - sk. 11 < N and Pk1 IPk, 1I2 < N,

for some constant N.

Proof. All quantities in the proof refer to iteration kj, and so this subscript is dropped.

From the definition of A, (2.13), and Lemma 3.3 we get

l11c -sil 2 = g'p -t- pHp + (2A _ L)T(C _ S)
< -_/3pTHp+ /3211c - s1I + (2A - ii)T(c - s) _ (#2 + 112A - yil)llc - sll,

where 31 and /32 are positive constants. From (3.14) and the above result we obtain the
first bound in the Lemma,

Ai]c - sII < 303,, +/32- (3.31)

If the penalty parameter needs to be modified, condition (2.11) cannot hold forj Pk -1,
and (3.2) implies

0 -(0) = gTp + (2A - 1)T(c -_ s) _- glc -_ S112 > -. PTHp.

It follows that
gTp + !pTHp + (2A- _i)T(c _ s) > 0. (3.32)

Replacing in (3.32) the bound for gTp + ½jpTHp given in Le,.jma 3.3 we obtain

3/3•
(2A - is)T(c - s) + 0 211c - s1l > Ojr'•Hp L0 -i _c -- S1 > PTHp. (3.33)

01'
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From condition HC2 we have 1lpJ12 <- (1/fiSvH)pTHp. If we multiply both sides of this
inequality by / and use (3.33) to bound pTHp, we obtain

AIIp1l 2 <_ P T Hp- 30m < l1c - S < 3/M,(3f0, + 02)
(IBVtH 31 3I.sH - /11 3 -vH

where the last inequality follows from (3.31). The second desired bound then follows from
2f> j p. I

We now extend these results to all iterations. To simplify notation, we shall use I and
K to denote ki and k1+1 respectively. Thus, the penalty parameter is increased at x. and
ZK in order to satisfy condition (2.11), and remains fixed at p, for iterations I,. . ., K - 1.

Lemma 3.10. There ezists a constant M such that for all 1,

k1+ 1 -1

Pk1 Z IakPkll2 < M. (3.34)
k=kl

Proof. For I < k < K - 1, property (2.15a) imposed by the choice of ak, and the fact
that the penalty parameter is not increased, imply that

Ok- OIk+' Ž! -'aOk

Summing these inequalities for k = I to K - 1, 0 _< ak < 1 together with (3.3) gives

K-1

½'j/3SH E IIakpA;P2 5 (01- OK. (3.35)
k=l

Consider the term p,(Of - OK). From (2.2),

pC0 = pF - pAT(c -_) + ½p2 11c - 8112.

This equation, together with the boundedness of p,11c, - sill and PI1ICK - SK1I (implied by
pK > p, and Lemma 3.9), and that of the multiplier estimates (Lemma 2.1), implies that
for some M, > 0,

PA(¢ - 'OK) <- M 1 + p,(F1 - FK). (3.36)

Consider now iterations for which lIpill :5 c, so that Lemma 3.7 applies and p, has been
obtained as the minimizer for the subproblem (for all other iterations Lemma 3.9 implies
that pj is bounded, and the result follows from Assumption A3, (3.36) and (3.35)).

Expanding FK and cK about x,, we get

FK - F, = (X- - x,)Tg + O(lXk, - XKII) (3.37a)

cK - C, = A,(XK - X,) + O(II, - ZK112). (3.37b)

From Lemma 3.8 we have

izX, - x*Il . MplPIIll and IIxK - z*ll _< MplIpKII. (3.38)
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As P, was obtained as the solution of the QP, condition (2.5a) must hold with multiplier
vector 7r, > 0. This condition together with (3.37a), (3.37b) and (3.38) implies

F, - FK = (c, - CK)T 7I + 0 (max(I1pI u12, IIPKIl:)). (3.39)

Using again (2.5),
cTc = -pTA~ = --g~t-pTtt

cTr _PIT A ,T7r, _gTP, PIT Hip,.

Since p is increased at iteration I, we must have that condition (2.11) cannot hold at that
iteration, implying

0',(o) -- g pi + (2,\, - p,)(c, -- s,) -- p,-.ljc, -- I > -½pT Hpt.

The previous two results imply

pIr, c, < -P,½pTHip, + pt(2A,- ,I)T(c,- s,)- pp,_l.11c, -sti1 2 ,

and this, together with the positive-definiteness of H, (condition HC2), the boundedness
of the multipliers (condition MC1 and Lemma 2.1) and Lemma 3.9, gives

ptcITirj <.p,(2A, - IL)Tr(c -_ s,) !_ M 2 , (3.40)

for some M2 > 0.
Consider now the term CKTrJ in (3.39). From ri >_ 0 we must have

and from (2.9) we have IJc7I :11 - c, - s~Kj. Using p, < PK and Lemma 3.9, we conclude
that there exists a constant M3 such that

- pIcK T7rt < M3 . (3.41)

Finally, consider the third term on the right-hand side of (3.39). It follows from
Lemma 3.9 and the relation PI < PK that there exists M4 and M% such that

p'pIIP112 < M4 and p,-IIP112 < M',

and hence for some constant M6

PO (max(Ilp,1I2, IIpI.ll )) < M6. (3.42)

Combining (3.40), (3.41) and (3.42), we obtain the bound

p,(F, - FK) < M 2 + M 3 + MC.

which, together with (3.36) and (3.35) implies the desired ret,' S

Lemma 3.11. There exists a constant M such that, for all k,

pkjjCk - SkIl < M. (3.43)
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Proof. As in the preceding Lemma, let I = ki and K = ki+i. From Lemma 3.9, (3.43) is
immediate for k = I and k = K.

To verify a bound for k = I + 1, ... , K - 1 we analyze some intermediate iterations k
and k + 1. We drop the iteration subscript; also let quantities evaluated at xk+l be denoted
with a tilde.

From (2.8), P'(Cj - si) = min(pZj, ,A). Consider the following two cases:
* If p, Zj Ž_ -Ij I, then

p c- .giI- • bY• (3.44)

* Assume now that p'j < -lAjj. Expanding the j-th constraint function around xk
gives

Ej = c3 + aap + O(IlaPIl2).

Rewriting the previous expression, we obtain:

Ej = (1 - a)c, + a(a p + ct) + O(l0apl12). (3.45)

Adding and subtracting (1 - a)si on the right-hand side of (3.45) gives

Zt = (1 - a)(cj - st) + (1 - a)s, + a(a(p + C,) + O(ljaPjj2). (3.46)

Since sj, aTp + cj, a and 1 - a are all non-negative, we get

(1- a)s + a(aTp + c) 0,

and using this bound in (3.46) we obtain

,j >_ (1 - a)(cj - sA) + O(1ap1l 2). (3.47)

Since we assume p,ýj < -IAjl we have Ej = Zj - ij _< 0. Using this bound and
1 - a < 1 in (3.47) we get the following inequality:

-zj = IkZ = Izj - 9Al < -(1 - a)(c3 - sj) + O(llapll2) < Icj - Sjl + O(l0apll2 )•

Multiplying both sides by p, gives

pK, j - 9jl1 !5 p1 lcj - S I + pO(IlapII2). (3.48)

For a given iteration k < K - 1 and constraint j we have one of the following two situations:

* For some iteration 1, 1 < I < k, p,(cl) j > -l(Ai)i1. If we add (3.48) for iterations
r =,...,k- 1, and use (3.44), we get

k-I k-i

pil(ck), - (sk),l • pil(ci)j - (si)jI + pO(E Ia, pII2) !5 I(A,)jl + p,O(Z 110rpr1 2).
r=1 r=/

The boundedness of pjl(ck)j - (Sk)jl then follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 3.10.

* For all iterations 1, I < 1 < k we have p,(c,)j < -1(Ail. We add (3.48) for r = I to
k - 1, to obtain

k-1

p11(ck)j- (sk) 3l < pul(cI)j - (sI)j1 + p,O(- IlarPrIll),
r=1

and now the desired result follows from Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10.
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Boundedness of ak

Given the result of Lemma 3.10, all that is left to establish the global convergence of the
algorithm is to show that the steplength is bounded away from zero. As a consequence of
the weak assumptions imposed on the multiplier estimate Ak, it is not possible to show that
such a bound exists. However, it can be proved that the bound does exist if there is no
subsequence along which IIPkjj --* 0. This is enough to prove convergence.

We first derive a bound on the norm of the second derivative along the linesearch.

Lemma 3.12. For 0 < 0 < ak, there exists a positive constant N such that

k0(8) • N.

Proof. We again drop the subscript k. From (3.1),

V•72LA V2F - -j(\j _ p(cj - sj))V 2cj + pATA -AT -pAT

VL, -A 0 1
-pA I p,

From the definition of 0, given in (2.2), we get

4€"(0) = pTWP + Ejp(cj(0) - sj(0))pTV 2cj(0)p

+ p(A(O)p - q)T(A(O)p - q) - 2jT(A(O)p - q), (3.49)

where the argument 0 denotes quantities evaluated at x + Op, except for s(O) - s + Oq and

W = V2F(0) - Ej(Aj + 06j)V 2cj(B).

We now derive bounds on the terms on the right-hand side of (3.49). For the first term
we can write

pTWp !_ NIIIP211 _< M1 , (3.50)

for some constant M1 , using assumption A3, the boundedness of 1IAII and I1111 (condition
MCI and Lemma 2.1), and the boundedness of flpjj (Lemma 3.5).

Expanding cj in a Taylor series about x gives

cj (O) = cj(x) + 0aj (x)Tp + .ij 2pTV2 cj(oj)p,

where 0 < 6j < 0. Using (2.10) and multiplying both sides by p gives

p(cj(6) - (sj(0)) = p (1 _- )(cj(x)- s_) + p 4j 2pTV 2cj(0j)p.

Lemma 3.11 implies that plcj(x) - sjj is bounded, Lemma 3.10 implies that p116p11 2 is
bounded for 6 < a, and assumption A3 implies that IJV2cj(0j)ll is also bounded. Conse-
quently,

p I(cj(0) - sj(0))I < N,

where N is a constant. This result and Lemma 3.5 imply the second term in (3.49) is also
bounded, that is,

Z- p(cO) - sj())pTV2c,(B)pI <2 N211p11 2 < M2, (3.51)
J
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where N 2 and M 2 are constants.

Consider now pIIA(0)p - q1l 2, the third term on the right-hand side of (3.49). Using
Taylor series, we have

aj(x + ep)Tp = aTp + OpTV2cC(#)p, (3.52)

where 0 < #j < 0. From (2.10) and Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11, we obtain

pIIA(0)p - q112 < M3 , (3.53)

where Ma3 is a constant.
From (3.52), (2.10), assumption A3 and the boundedness of IIý11 (Lemma 2.1), the final

term on the right-hand side of (3.49) is also bounded,

- 2QT(A(O)p-q) = -2(T(Ap-q)+ ýiOp TV'cj(#j)p <_ 2ýT(c-- s)+ N4IIpll2 < M4, (3.54)

where N4 and M 4 are constants.

The desired bound follows from (3.49), (3.50), (3.51), (3.53) and (3.54). |

Lemma 3.13. For any c> 0, if jpi;l >_ c there exists a value &(c) such that ak Ž> a(c) > 0,

where ak is the steplength computed by the algorithm.

Proof. We drop the subscript k corresponding to the iteration number. We start by
proving that & (as defined in (2.14) and (2.15)) is bounded away from zero if Ip]] > '. If
condition (2.14) is satisfied at a given iteration, then & = 1, trivially bounded away from
zero. We assume therefore that & is chosen to satisfy (2.15).

In the proof of Lemma 3.1 it was shown that the linesearch procedure was well defined,
and in particular, that there exists a value 6 E (0, 11 satisfying (2.15) and such that condition
(2.15b) is not satisfied for any value of a E [0,6); see (3.5), (3.7) and (3.6).

From the Taylor series expansion of 4/ at & we have

0'(6) = .'(0) + 64"'(0),

where 0 < 0 < 6. Therefore, using (3.5) and noting that q] < 1 and 49(0) < 0, we obtain

6 = 4(6) - 4'(0) = (1I- 1)I4(0)I (3.55)
0,,(0) =( / ,•

(Since 6 > 0, 0 must be such that e'(0) > 0.)
If 1pIl -> c, then from (3.3) we have that 101(0)1 _> ½I•6,HC2 , and from Lemma 3.12 we

also have 0"(0) _< N, implying

-> 2N
If condition (2.16) is satisfied for 6, then the previous bound holds for a. Otherwise, for

some constraint j we must have h3 (&) =cj(x + &p) + 0, < 0 (using the notation introduced
in Lemma 3.1). If hj(0) > 13> 0, from the continuity of h there exists a value a < 6 such
that hi(d) = 0 and h3 (a) >_ 0 for all a E [0,6]. From the mean-value theorem

hi(&) - h-(0)_- h(0)
h '(0) jh (O)1'
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for some 0 E [0, &]. But as Ih(O)l = la=(x + 0p)Tpj _< K for some K > 0 (from assumption
A3 and the boundedness of IlpII, Lemma 3.5), we have

6 >O(3.56)
-2K*

If h,(0) < 1j3_ we must have from (2.4b),

h (0) = apT > -cj = iO - h3 (O) .f !O.

From hi(0) > 0 and h,(d) < 0 there must exist a value a < 6 such that hj(6) < 0, implying
the existence of 6 < & such that hf(&) = 0 and hj(a) _ 0 for all a E [0, &] (also, h1(a) >_ 0
for all a E [0, &]). From the mean-value theorem,

h•(6)-h•(o) h (0)

h•'(O) - Ih7(O)I'

for some 0 E [0, 6]. But h,(0)> 10c and Ihi'(O)I = lpTV 2cj(x + 0p)pI <K k for some k > 0,
from assumption A3 and the boundedness of IpIlp, Lemma 3.5, implying again

aŽ (3.57)

The procedure to construct a will ensure that a > !&, and so the result presented in
the Lemma will hold. I

We can now prove the global convergence theorem for the algorithm.

Theorem 3.1. The sequence {Xk} generated by the algorithm converges to a unique KKT
point for NP.

Proof.
It follows from Lemma 3.8 that to prove Ixk -X*1 --* 0, it is sufficient to show

lim IIPkII -* 0. (3.58)

If (3.58) is true then there exists K such that 1Xk - x*I1 < e*/2 and IIPkII < e for all k > K,
where 2e* is the minimum distance between two KKT points. It follows that x* is unique
for k > K (the sequence converges to the unique KKT point nearest to X.), otherwise it
implies that for some k > K that either IlXk - x*II > E*/2 or IIPkII > c*. Consequently, to
prove the theorem it is sufficient to show (3.58) is true.

If jjpkjj = 0 for any k, the algorithm terminates and the theorem is true. Hence we
assume that j Pkjj $ 0 for any k. If Pk 74 0, there must exist a subsequence {pj}, and a
positive constant c, such that 11pill > c for all 1. In this case, from Lemma 3.13 there will
exist a uniform lower bound on al, al >_ a > 0, but then

pilalpiIll _> 6Epj -- 00,

contradicting the fact that pkIjakPkII is bounded (Lemma 3.10).
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In the bounded case, we know that there exists a value f and an iteration index k such
that p = j for all k > k. Again, the proof is by contradiction. Consider only indices I such
that I > k. Every such iteration after k must yield a strict decrease in the merit function
because the termination condition for the linesearch (2.15a), together with the boundedness
of the steplength (from Lemma 3.13 and Ilpill > c) and (3.3) imply

S- <1(0) 0 ciai44(0) < -½2a/a 1plII12 < 0.

The adjustment of the slack variables s in (2.7) can only lead to a further reduction in the
merit function, as LA is quadratic in s and the minimizer with respect to sj is given by
c - Aj/p. From the fact that the penalty parameter is not modified, for iterations from the
subsequence we have

S- 4()< gf

Therefore, since the merit function with p - , decreases by at least a fixed quantity at
every step in the subsequence, it must be unbounded below, contradicting (3.18). It follows
that (3.58) must hold. I

Having established the global convergence of the algorithm, the next step is to show that
the multiplier estimate Ak --* \*- In order to prove this result, we need to strengthen our
conditions on the multiplier estimate Ik (if 1Lk does not converge then Ak will not converge
either). The additional condition is

MC3. 11It - A*1 = O(Ilxk - x*II), where A* denotes any multiplier vector associated with
a KKT point closest to xk.

This condition requires that #3, in condition MCI be chosen so that

#,. _> II \*ll. (3.59)

Estimates satisfying MCI, MC2 and MC3 may be obtained by computing a multiplier
for the "active" constraints (say, least-squares estimates of least length), and expanding to
the full multiplier space by augmenting this vector with zeros corresponding to the inactive
constraints. If such an estimate does not satisfy MCI, then a suitable estimate may be
determined by appropriate scaling. The multipliers at the stationary point of the QP also
satisfy the three conditions. Note that if x* is not unique then from Lemma 3.6, IlXk-X* > f

for some c > 0, and MC3 holds for any vector 14k that is bounded.
We first show that under the stronger conditions on Ak the steplength ak is uniformly

bounded away from zero.

Lemma 3.14. Under MC3 and all earlier assumptions and conditions, ak >_ & > 0.

Proof. We again drop the subscript k. We first tighten the bound on 0Y"(0) given in
Lemma 3.12. From (3.50) and (3.51), we have that the first two terms on the right-hand
side of (3.49) are bounded by a multiple of 11p1l 2. From (3.52), (2.10), (3.54) and Lemmas 3.10
and 3.11 we may obtain the following bound on the remaining terms on the right-hand side
of (3.49)

p (A(O)p - q)T(A(O)p - q) - 2 T(A(O)p - q) !_ p (c - s)T(c s- ) + 2ýT(c - s) + MI pII2 , (3.60)
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for some constant M.
Observe that from (3.2) and (2.4b),

p(c- s)T(c- s) + 2&T(c-- s) = --0'(0) + pTg + p(c - s)
= -01(O) + pT(g - ATA) - ATs. (3.61)

Using Taylor expansions and Lemma 3.8 it follows that

pT(g - ATit) = pT(9* - A*TM) + O(11p112) = (A* - 1 2)TA*p + O(11P112).

From this result and MC3 there exists a constant M such that

pT(g - ATt) < MIIPII 2 . (3.62)

From /ik -- A*, strict complementarity at a KKT point (assumption A6), and the fact
that the correct active set is identified for IJpjI small enough (Lemma 3.7), we eventually
have IL > 0 and ,1Ts > 0. Consequently, it follows from (3.49), (3.50), (3.51), (3.60), (3.61)
and (3.62) that

e(0) _ -qS(0) + NIIpkll2

for some constant N > 0. This result and (3.3) can be used with (3.55) to imply that there
exists a value 6 satisfying (2.15) such that

> 1 7) 0.vHIIP2II_ I7) vH >0a > (1 - r/)(f'H + 2N)lp2 ll1 - rl)(IsvH + 2N) > 0,

The desired result then follows from an argument identical to that given in the final part
of Lemma 3.13. 1

This lemma also implies that the effort needed to compute the value for the steplength
is uniformly bounded in the algorithm. We now establish the convergence of the multiplier
estimate.

Theorem 3.2. Under MC3 and all other assumptions and conditions,

liM Ak = A*.

Proof. From (2.27),
k

Ak+1 = E-Y-jk~, (3.63)
j=0

where
k

7kk= alk, 7Yj = al " (1 - a'), I < k, (3.64)
r=l+l

with a' = 1 and a' = ae, 1 > 1. (This convention is used because of the special initial
condition that A0 = Io.) From Lemma 3.14 and (3.64), we observe that

0<a<a' < 1 for alll, (3.65a)
k

S71k = 1, (3.65b)
1=0

7Ifk < (-t)k-l, l< k. (3.65c)
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From condition MC3 we have

=k- A* -+ Mk6ktk, (3.66)

with IMkI _< M, 6 k = I!xk - X*"I and IItkI -- 1. From Theorem 3.1, for any C > 0 we can
choose a value K 1 so that, for k > K 1,

lMk6kl! _If½. (3.67)

Given any c > 0, we can also define an iteration index K2 with the following property:

(l - )1;< C 3.8
- 2(k + 1)(1 + 201,) (3.68)

for k > K 2 + 1. Let K = max(Ki,K 2). Then, from (3.63) and (3.66), we have for k > 2K,

K k

Ak+l = N-kAl + E 71k(A*- + MA6Ott).
1=0 i=K+I

Hence it follows from (3.65b) that

K k

Ak+j - A=1 Zyjlk(I'1 - A*) + 1ii 7lkAMl~tjt.
1=0 l=K+l

From the bounds on II1,ill (condition MCI), IItAll, and (3.59), we obtain

K k
IIAk+,- )A*lj _ 2)3pE 7k + : y7lkIMl,•i. (3.69)

1=0 I=K+,

Since we assume k > 2K, it follows from (3.65a) and (3.65c) that

K K K

E 71k • -'(1- _&)k-I <•E(• - &)2K-1 < (K+ 1)(1 - 6)K.
1=0 1=0 1=0

Using (3.68), we thus obtain the following bound for the first term on the right-hand side
of (3.69):

K

2/3#.pE k -f I E. (3.70)
l=0

To bound the second term in (3.69), we use (3.65b) and (3.67):

k k

x: 7YklM1,II <_½ 1 C E "Ik < ½. (3.71)
=K+-1 i=K+I

Combining (3.69)-(3.71), we obtain the following result: given any E > 0, we can find K
such that

IIAk-A*ll<c for k>_2K+1,

which implies the desired result. I
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4. Rate of convergence

In this Section we shall show under additional assumptions on the multiplier estimate that
the algorithm converges at a superlinear rate, independently of the asymptotic behavior of
the penalty parameter.

Since pk --+ 0, we may assume without loss of generality that pk has been obtained as
the minimizer for the QP subproblem, and that the correct active set has been identified.

We again start by presenting an outline of the steps taken.

"* Bounds on the rate of growth of the penalty parameter introduced in Lemmas 3.9,
3.10 and 3.11 are tightened.

- In Lemma 4.1 we prove that at I iterations at which pj; is increased (if we have
an infinite sequence of such iterations)

pkjIch; - SkjI - 0 and PkIIPkIl2 I 0.

- In Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 these results are extended to all iterations.

"* In Lemma 4.4 it is shown that 11A;sk = 0 for sufficiently large k.

"* Lemma 4.5 proves the superlinear convergence of the sequence {xk + Pk - X* }, under
certain assumptions on Hk.

"• For k sufficiently large, ak = 1.

- Lemma 4.6 gives the relationship between the descent in one iteration ,k(l) -

Okk(O) and the initial derivative in the linesearch .0'(0).
- Theorem 4.1 shows that &h = 1 for all sufficiently large k, implying superlinear

convergence.

"* Finally, Theorem 4.2 shows that under an additional condition on the multipliers, the
penalty parameter remains bounded.

The first two Lemmas introduce refinements on the results presented in Lemmas 3.9,
3.10 and 3.11, and their proofs are based on the corresponding proofs for these Lemmas.

Lemma 4.1. If ki -- oo, where k1 denotes an iteration at which the penalty parameter is
increased, then

lim Pk, hLCk, - Sk, 11 = 0 and lim pk, IlPkI II = 0.
l-.oo I--o0

Proof. We drop the subscript ki in what follows.
Since p is the minimizer of QP, condition (2.5a) holds for a nonnegative vector 7r. From

(2.4b) and (2.5a) we have gTp + ½pTHp = _rTc and using this result in the definition of
0, (2.13),

011c _ 8112 = _pTJp + (2A - - nr)T(c - s) - 7rTs < 112A - i - rIIIlc - sll.

From (2.12) we have p < 20, and using Theorem 3.2, MC3 and rk, -- A* we obtain

lim pk, lleCk - sk, 11 < 2 lim 112AA,, - -flrk, - = 0. (4.1)
F-(oo -- l-oo

Finally, from (3.33) and (4.1) we have limi-.oc p, lPh , lIp12 - 0, completing the proof. 3I
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Lemma 4.2. For general iterations k, limk--.. pkllpkll 2 = 0.

Proof. Define I - k, and K - kl+,.
If p is bounded, the result follows from Theorem 3.1. If p is increased in an infinite

number of iterations, from (3.35) and Lemma 3.13 we only need to show that 01 - OK -* 0.
From the boundedness of liAklj (Lemma 2.1), Lemma 4.1 and the fact that p, < pK, we

have

PIAIT(c, - s,)l < 2p, llIAI llie,- sill -• 0,

PIIAKT(CK - SK)l • 2pKIIAKII liCK - SKII - 0.

We also have from Lewma 4.1,

p1,llc, - sil2 -- 0, P,21ICK - SKI1I -• 0.

These results and the definition of 4), (2.2), imply

P(- ( rK) - p,(F1 - FK) - 0. (4.2)

We now analyze the asymptotic behavior of the term pi(F, - FK). We have

F, - FK = (c, - CK)T 7 + O (max(llpll1, 11pKII2)).

Using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.10, inequality (3.40) also holds in
this case, and from (3.14),

PW1rTrC < P1llc1 - s11112A, - rIll -< 3I8,pillc, - sill. (4.3)

A second bound for this term can be obtained from r, > 0 and s, >_ 0, implying
p1 WTCt Ž PtWtT(cI -_ s) _ -pillrrllllC, - sill. (4.4)

Since llrill is bounded, it follows from applying Lemma 4.1 to (4.3) and (4.4) that

pt7ri ,TC --+ 0. (4.5)

From (2.9), the boundedness of lrill and Lemma 4.1,

- PICK ere _ PCK-Tr, _ pill rIllllCK - SKll ---' 0. (4.6)

We can again use Lemma 4.1 to obtain

pO(max(IXp11l2, IIPKII )) -- 0. (4.7)

From (3.39), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) we have that the sequence {pt(Ft - FKI)} is bounded
above by a sequence that converges to zero. It then follows from 4)1 - OK, >_ 0 and (4.2) that
pi(Ol - OKr) - 0 and the desired result follows from (3.35) and Lemma 3.14. 3

Lemma 4.3. For general iterations k, limk-.o PkllCk - skil = 0.
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Proof. If p is bounded the result follows from e > 0, A* > 0, A*Tc* = 0, Theorems 3.1
and 3.2 and (2.8).

We assume therefore that p is increased an infinite number of times. Consider two cases:

"* If constraint j is such that c* > 0, then Aý = 0 and from (2.8),

plcj - sjl = I min(pcj, Aj)I,

but from Theorem 3.2 and assumption A6, eventually A\ < pcj, implying

plcj - sjl = 1Ajl --* 0.

"* For those j such that cý = 0, implying Aý > 0, consider iteration indices large enough
that the correct active set is identified (Lemma 3.7), implying aTp+ cj = 0. From the
Taylor series expansion for cj and the boundedness of the steplength,

cj(xk + akpk) = c3 (xk) + ak(ak)Tpk + O(lIakPkll 2) = (1 - ak)cj(xk) + O(IlPkll),

Recurring this relationship for k, I < k < K, we get

k-1 k-I

pk(Ck)j = pi(Ck)j = PI (1- ac)(ci)3 + piO(Z Ilpl12),

but as 0 < al < 1 we must have
k-1

Pkl(Ck)jl !5 pil(Ci)jl + piO(Z lilpll2). (4.8)
I=

From c* = 0, assumption A6 and (2.8), eventually it must hold that pil(c1 )j -(si) 3l =

pilc(I),i, and using Lemma 4.1, (4.8) and Lemma 4.2,

Pkl(ck)jl -' 0.

From this result, definition (2.8), assumption A6 and Theorem 3.2, for k large enough

Pkl(Ck)3 - (sk)jl = I min(pk(ck)j, (Ak)j)l = lPk(Ck)jl --+ 0.

This completes the proof. I

Lemma 4.4. For k large enough /4Sk = 0.

Proof. If constraint j is such that cj > 0, then for k large enough (ck)j >_ E > 0, and
(ak)Tpk + (ck)j > ŽC > 0. It therefore follows from MC2 that (t'k)j = 0.

If j is such that ce = 0, then from assumption A6, \j > 0. Also, from Lemma 4.3,
pk((Ck)j - (Sk)j) = min(pk(ck)j, (Ak)j) -+ 0, and for large enough k Theorem 3.2 will imply
Pk(Ck)i _ (Ak)j; these two results and definition (2.7) imply

(sk)j = max(0,(Ck)j -(Ak) = 0,
Pk
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completing the result. I

To prove that the algorithm converges superlinearly it is necessary to assume that Hk
converges to an approximation of V2 L(z*, A*) in some sense, where L(x, A) denotes the
Lagrangian function for problem NP.

Define Wk as

W VL(xA;, A;,) = VXF(x) - E(Ak)j V~c(x,). (4.9)

We impose the following additional condition on Hk:

HC3. Following Boggs, Tolle and Wang [BTW82], we assume

IIZ/(Hk - Wk)Pkl = o(IIpk lI),
where ZA. is a basis for the null space of Ak, the Jacobian of Xk of those constraints
active at x*, that is bounded in norm and has its smallest singular value bounded
away from 0.

The proof proceeds by first showing that the sequence fxk + pk - x*} converges super-
linearly, and then proving that a steplength of one is eventually attained.

The following lemma corresponds to Theorem 3.1 in [BTW82].

Lemma 4.5. Under assumptions A1-A7, and conditions MC1-MC3, HC1-HC3,

liXk + A - X*l1 = o(lxk - X*ll). (4.10)

The results presented on bounds for the growth rate of the penalty parameter allow us
to obtain an asymptotic expansion for the quantities involved in the linesearch termination
criterion. We want to prove that condition (2.14) is satisfied for k sufficiently large. It
is shown in the following lemma that the satisfaction of (2.14) is directly related to the
asymptotic properties of Tk =- pTk(gk - ATvis ) + pkWWkpk.

Lemma 4.6. The following relationship holds:

€k(1) - Ok(0) =¢4(0) + ½Tk + o(jjpk 112).

Proof. In the proof we drop the subscript k, and we denote quantities associated with
xk + pk by a tilde, that is, F = F(Xk + Pk) while F = F(Xk).

From the definition of the merit function (2.2) and (2.1) we have

0(l) - 0(0) = P - F - pT(Z - s -- q) + AT(c - s)

2 2

From the Taylor series expansion of c around x and (2.10) we have

Ej - sj qj = Zj - cj - ayp =T pTV•cp + o(UjpIIl),
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and using this result with the Taylor expansions for c and F in (4.11) we obtain

0•(1) - q(O) =- gTp + pTV2Fp- Zjpj pTV'cjp+ \(c_ s)

+ _E j(pTv2cjp)2 -_ (c -_ s)T(c - s) + o(llp112). (4.12)
8'2

From (2.6), condition MC3 and Theorem 3.2 we have

I = ,A + ý = A + o(1). (4.13)

Also, from Lemma 4.2 and assumption A3 we have ppTV 2 cjp = o(1). Replacing these
results in (4.12) and reordering the terms we obtain

( ( A p pTV 2 Cp + 1(2A - u)T(c - s)

+ 1T(T(c - s) - •(c - s)T(c - s) + o(11pI12).

Using (4.9) and (3.2) to simplify this expression,

(0(1) - ___ = 20(O) + (gTP + PTWP + l _T(C - S)) O( (4.14)

Finally, from condition MC2 we have pTc = -,uTAp, and from Lemma 4.4 we know that
eventually IiTs = 0, implying in particular that ITs = o(IjpjI 2), and replacing these bounds
in (4.14) we have

0(1) - o(O) = 20(0) + 2 (pTWp + PT (g - ATu)) + o(11p112),

completing the result. I

The main result of this section is given in the next theorem. It is shown that, if condition
MC3 is replaced by a stronger condition, then after a finite number of iterations a steplength
of one is taken for all iterations thereafter, implying that the algorithm achieves superlinear
convergence. The new condition is

MC3'. 111k - A*11 = o(IjXk - x*1I).

It is possible to prove superlinear convergence without the need to strengthen the con-
ditions on the multipliers. It is shown in [Pr89] that there exists a constant M such that if

Pk > M, condition MC3 is sufficient.

Theorem 4.1. If MC3' and all oter assumptions and conditions hold then eventually a
unit step is always taken and the algorithm converges superlinearly.

Proof. As in Powell and Yuan [PY86], observe that the continuity of second derivatives
gives the following relationships:

F(xk + Pk) = F(zk) + 2(g(Xk) + g(Xk + Pk)) Pk + o(jjPkjj )

c(Xk + Pk) = c(xk) + ](A(xk) + A(Xk + Pk))Pk + o(Ilpkll').
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From the Ta~ior series expansions we have

F(xAk + pk) = F(Xk) + g(Xk)TPk + lp'kV'F(xk)pk + o(IjPkII2)
cF(xk + Pk) = cF(Xk) + ai(xk)Tpk + ""Pkj•2 Fc(xk)Pk + o(Ijpkj 2), (4.16)

and since (4.10) and Lemma 3.9 imply g(xk+pk) =g*+o(IlPkI), aj(xk+pk ) = a +o(IjpkI),

we get from (4.15) and (4.16) that (we drop the subscript k)

PTV 2FP = (g* - g)Tp + o(11p112 ) (4.17a)

PTV 2Cjp = (a* - aj)Tp + o(11p112). (4.17b)

Condition MC3, Theorem 3.2 and (4.13) give Ej Aj pTV 2 cjp = - j pj pT\2cjp + o(lpII2),
and if we apply this bound to the result of adding (4.17a) to (4.17b) multiplied by Aj, we
have

pTWp = pT(g* - A*TP) - pT(g - AT j) + o(IIptI2 ). (4.18)

Condition MC3', (1.1) and Lemma 3.8 imply

pT(g* _ A*TO) = pTA*T(A* _ A) = o(Ip112),

and from (4.18),

T = pTWp + pT(g - ATpt) = pT(g* - A*T y) + o(I1p112 ) = o(t1pIi 2 ). (4.19)

From Lemma 4.6 and (4.19) we get

O(1)- _$(0) = ½1€(0) + o(11p112).

Since 0'(0) < 0, the above relationship and Theorem 3.1 imply that condition (.4 i.
eventually satisfied for k sufficiently large.

Regarding condition (2.16), we can use Taylor series expansions for cj to write

cj(xk + Pk) = cj(xk) + aj(xk + Ojpk)TPk (4.20)

for some Oj E [0, 1], and

aj(xk + Ojpk)Tpk = aj(xk)Tpk + pTV 2c,(xk + 6jPk)Pk, (4.21)

for 9, E [0, 9j].
Using Theorem 3.1 and the boundedness of IIV2 cj(Xk + OjPk)ll (from Assumption A3

and Lemma 3.4) in (4.21), for k large enough

aj(xk + Ojpk)Tpk > aj(xk)Tpk -

and from (2.4b),

aj(Xk + Ojpk)Tpk > aj(xk)Tpk -c(Xk)

Replacing this bound in (4.20), we obtain for all k large enough c(xk + Pk) > -. 3,, and
condition (2.16) will also be satisfied, giving xk+1 = Xk + pk. The required result theti
follows from Lemma 4.5. 1
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Boundedness of the penalty parameter

The last result in this section shows that, if condition MC3' is replaced by a slightly
stronger condition, the penalty parameter needs to be modified in at most a finite number of
iterations (and consequently it remains bounded). The criterion presented will be satisfied,
for example, by the least-squares multipliers computed at Xk + Pk.

Theorem 4.2. If the multiplier estimates jLk in the algorithm satisfy

I11-1k - A*I) = OU(jxk + Pk - X*11), (4.22)

and all other assumptions and conditions hold then there exists a constant M such that
Pk < M for all k.

Proof. We may assume k large enough so that ak = 1. From (2.5), (2.4b) and rTsk > 0,
we have

T - T
gkpk + pTHkpk = PkAkirk = --cTfrk _ -(ck - Sk)Tlrk, (4.23)

where irk denotes the QP multipliers at iteration k. From (3.2), (4.23) and the fact that a
unit steplength is accepted, it follows that

'(o) =<_ -PTAHkpk + 112,k-1 - Ak - 7rkjlOCk - skIl - Pklick - skIl2. (4.24)

From (4.22), HC2, Lemma 3.8 and lirk - A* l = O(Ilpkll) we must have

112Ak-1 - Ak - 7rklI _ MA IIPkI -< M2VApTkHkPk

for some positive constants M 1, M2. It then follows using a2 + b2 > 2ab that

112Ak-I - Ik - 7rklIIlck - SklI !< M 2 •/-lkpklick - sk) <• '2PfHkPk + M2 lick -sklI,

implying from (4.24) that

ol(0 :< -pHPkTkPk + (iM2 - Pk)llck - skl12.

From this inequality it follows that if pk _> MýM, condition (2.11) will be satisfied, and
the penalty parameter will not be increased. Given that we are using the rule (2.12) for
updating Pk, it must hold that Pk < M2. 3

5. Other Merit Functions

Several merit functions have been proposed and analyzed in the literature (a review can
be found in Powell [Po871). The question arises if the convergence results using early
termination in the solution of the QP subproblem depend on our specific merit function, or
if they are fairly independent of this choice. We shall show in this section that the choice
of merit function is not critical. What we present is how to adapt our SQP algorithm to
the use of other merit functions rather than examine other methods explicitly to see if the
particular QP subproblem posed and the manner the search is performed can be adapted
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to the use of an incomplete solution. For example, we still perform a search in the x and A
spaces. Slack variables do not appear in the merit functions we shall consider, consequently
the search in the space of the slack variables is no longer required.

We have selected as examples the study of two particular merit functions. The first one
corresponds to a class of merit functions that includes among others the 11 merit function
analyzed in Han [Han76], Byrd and Nocedal [BN881 and Burke and Han [BH89]. This
general merit function takes the form:

O(x, A) = F(x) + AT c-(x) + pllc-(ix)II, (5.1)

where an I, norm (1 < p _< oo) is used, and c-(x) = max(O, -cj(x)). The second merit
function we consider is

¢(x, A) = F(x) + ATc(x) + ½pIjc-(x)II . (5.2)

This merit function has been studied among others by Powell and Yuan [PY86] (applied
to the equality-constrained problems only) and Schittkowski [Sch8l]. Unlike either of these
algorithms, where the multiplier estimate A was treated as a function of the iterate A(x),
we do not explicitly define the form of the multiplier estimates although the ones used in
both methods satisfy the criteria MC1, MC2 and MC3. Indeed the one used in [PY86]
also satisfies MC3'.

We still assume Ai-A7 hold for the problem. However, when the merit function (5.1)
is used, the multiplier estimate Ilk is only required to satisfy MC1. This condition is trivial
to satisfy. For example, we may choose A0 = 0 and t k = 0 making the search in the
multiplier space void. Such a choice reduces (5.1) to the well-known 11 merit function and
our algorithm becomes very similar to that analyzed in [Han76]. When (5.2) is used, we
assume conditions MC1 and MC2 hold. We have also assumed in the proofs that A0 > 0
and ILA > 0. We omit the proofs that the iterates lie on a compact set. For the first merit
function (5.1) this proof is relatively straightforward, since it will be shown that the penalty
parameter is bounded. The proof for the second merit function (5.2) is very similar to that
for the Augmented Lagrangian merit function.

The criteria (2.15) for the choice of steplength ak assume the merit function has contin-
uous first derivatives. This property does not necessarily hold for the merit functions under
consideration. Therefore we use the following criteria for determining a value ak.

Define
TAk gkpk + -k- -)Tc(X) - PkIIC-(Xk)Il. (5.3)

We start by selecting a value &k satisfying

Ok(-&k) -- ¢(Xk + dkPk, Ak + 61kG) < Ok(0) + O)ckkAk, (5.4)

and either
&k _Ž 71 > 0 (5.5)

or
0k > -Yuak and Ok(dk) > 0k(0) + adkAk, (5.6)

where 0 < -ty < 7, < 1, 0 < 77 < a < 1 and dk > 0. For a discussion of these criteria and
the existence of &k see Calamai and Mor6 [CM871.
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In addition to these conditions, we also also want to limit the size of the infeasibilities. If
ak satisfies condition (2.16), then we let ak = Ak. Otherwise, we compute ak by performing
a backtracking linesearch from &k until conditions (5.4) and (2.16) are both satisfied.

Our preference for the criteria given in Section 2 is based on our belief that in practice
they lead to a better choice of ak. In the definition of our algorithm we could have used
other steplength criteria without impacting the convergence properties.

The following basic relationships will be used to establish the convergence results,

c- (x + ap) < 1cj(x + ap) - cj(x) - aafpl - min(O, cj(x) + aajp) (5.7a)
-- min(O, cj(x) + atajp)<(--acf) (5.7b)

-WTAp -Ile-(x)ll (5.7c)
-flAp _ -c-(x). (5.7d)

In these inequalities A =- Vc(x). Also, fl is a diagonal matrix such that -D2Ap is an element
of the subdifferential of c-(x + ap) at a = 0. The diagonal entries of n take values in [0, 1],
are zero whenever cj(x) > 0 and take the value one whenever cj(x) < 0. Finally, wTAp
represents an element of ai(0), the subdifferential of V(a) I= lc-(x + ap)IIe at 0. The
elements of w are given by

(1) -11 ,

and have the property that wTc(x) = -- ci-(x)I.
Consider now the case when 0 has been defined from (5.1). From our assumption that

Ak _Ž 0 and (2.4b),
AITklk(Akpk + Ck) Ž_ 0

for all k. It follows from this inequality and the relationships given in (5.7) that

0'k(0) = gjPk + ± Tc-(xk) - A~fkkAkpk - pkWAkPk :S Ak.

We select Pk such that

Ak <_ -pTPkHkPk (5.8)

This rule is analogous to the ones used in Byrd and Nocedal [BN88], and Burke and Han
[BH891.

The first step is to establish that such a value of p exists. From (3.13) and (5.3) we have

Ak : <- (1 + /31)pTHkpk + ,2jICkjl1- (ýk - Ak)TC k -_pllc k1. (5.9)

If we now use (2.6), property MC1 and Lemma 2.1 to bound the multiplier term

(Gk - Ak)TC- <_ 11/k - 2Akjjlck-II _• 3,/,.jj-III,

we obtain in (5.9)

Ak •_ -(2 + "-I)P)TkHkpk + (A32 + 3/, - p)llck11.

Defining p,, 02 + 30., for any value p >_ pu condition (5.8) is satisfied for any k. This
result also shows that the value of p will remain bounded in the algorithm.
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Theorem 5.1. The algorithm modified to use the merit function (5.1) converges globally.

Proof. Given the bound in Lemma 3.8, it suffices to show that IIpjkI -- 0.
As p cannot grow without bound, any strategy for increasing p by a finite quantity

whenever it is required to increase p implies that there exists an iteration value K such that
Pk = P. for all k > K. We consider only iterations of this form. For k > K, from (5.4),
(5.8) and condition MC2,

€(ak) - €(ak-1) _< CklAk _< -7-#.fvHAkIlPklj 2 -

From the boundedness of q (assumption A3), it follows that

akIlPkII2 -- 0. (5.10)

If IjPkj -- 0, convergence follows from Lemma 3.8. Otherwise, if for a subsequence

I pkjj > c, from (5.10) we must have ak --* 0 along the subsequence, and from the termination
conditions for the linesearch (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6), &~k --* 0, as the step required to satisfy
condition (2.16) is uniformly bounded away from zero (see (3.56) and (3.57)). Finally, from
(5.6) we must also have &k -+ 0.

In the following relationships we drop the subscript k corresponding to the iteration
number, and we denote by a tilde the value of functions evaluated at x + dp (i.e.: Z
c(x + ap)).

From the definition of the merit function (5.1),

0(a) - 0(o) = &gTp + ,\T(a- _ c-) + a7 + T- _ pIc-II

+ (F - F - &gTp) + p(IIE-II - (1 - d)llc- I)-

For the last term, from (5.7a) and (5.7b), it follows that

jV-I - (1 - d)j1c-11 _< 1E - c - &AplI,

and

on6) - 0(0) < &Tp + AT(Z- - c-) + aT -_p ljcj-j

+ (P - F - dgTp) + plIV - c - dAplI.

If we use again (5.7a) and (5.7b) on the terms associated with the multiplier estimates
(given that by assumption A + 6i > 0), and the Taylor series expansions for F and c, we
obtain

ow - 0(0) < dgTp + Ej(A1 + 6•j)Vjj - cj - Ck ajpl + (I - 6)ATc-

- ATc + d(1 - 6)ýTc- - dpllc-II + o(I1ipII 2).

After simplifying this expression we have

(d)-- 0(0) < a(gTp+ (ý - A)Tc-- pIc-I1) + • IIc1a + O(IIpill2). (5.11)
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Replacing this bound in (5.6) implies

0 < (1 - a)dA + 2C11c-1 I•1l + O(IIjjp1 2). (5.12)

Since from (5.8) and condition HC2, A < -I0.sHIjpI 2 , and we have assumed that IIP~l > C,
it follows by taking limits along the subsequence that

0 < -(1 - o')f3vHE2.

However, this is not possible, implying jPkij -- 0 for the whole sequence. I

Consider now the second merit function (5.2). The subgradient along the search direc-
tion at (xk, Ak) is given by

'(O) = 9gTPk + Gjc-(Xk) - flkAkPk - Pkc-(Xk)TAkPk <• Ak,

where
Ak = gkTPk + (G - Ak)Tc-(XAc ) - PkIC-(Xk)t12.

Note that A)k > 0 implies

(flk)Ak + pkck )T(AkPAc + Ck) >_ 0.

In this case it is not immediately evident that Pk remains bounded. The convergence
proof we give is similar to the one introduced in Section 3. The definition of p given in that
section will be preserved, except c - s is replaced by c-.

Theorem 5.2. The algorithm modified to use the merit function (5.2) converges globally.

Proof. Again, from Lemma 3.8 it is enough to show that IIPkII - 0.
First assume that p is bounded. The argument used is similar to the one in Theorem 5.1.

From (5.4), (5.8), condition MC2 and the boundedness of 0, (5.10) must hold also for this
case.

If IlPkII -- 0, convergence follows from Lemma 3.8. Otherwise, if for a subsequence
IIpkIl > E, from (5.10) we must have aA, --* 0, and from condition (5.6) and the boundedness
of the step to satisfy (2.16), 61 --* 0.

From (5.2), (5.7a) and (5.7b), we also have (we again drop the index k in the following
relationships, and use a tilde to indicate values at x + dp)

0(d) - 0(0) _< &gTp + AT(e- C) + ,T - _ -_½2)Ile-ii2

+ pIV - c - &Apil (111Z - c - dApII + II(c + &Ap)- I)

+ (F - F - dgTp),

and again using (5.7a) and (5.7b) on the terms associated with the multiplier estimates, we
obtain

0(d)- 0(0) < a(gTp+ (_ A)Tc - plc -112)

+ 6211c-11 (11a11 + 2plic-iI) + O(llapIll). (5.13)
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Replacing this bound in (5.6) implies

0 < (1 - C)dA + &21tc-i (Ii la + 2plic-II) + o(jjpjj2). (5.14)

Since from (5.8) and condition HC2, A _< -fls,,HIjpI 2 , and we have assumed that I1p{I > C
and p is bounded, it follows by taking limits along the subsequence that

0 < -(1 - l)HC 2 .

However, this is not possible, which implies 1pj,11 --* 0 for the whole sequence.
Assume now that pk grows without bound. In this case we have that for all iterations

where the value of the penalty parameter is increased

pk lckiI :_ K1  and pk, IIp, 1II2 < K 2 .

The proof of this result is basically that of Lemma 3.9. From these bounds it is possible to
show that we must also have

pkIIPkI12 < K

for all k (the proof is similar to the one for Lemma 3.10), implying Ph -• 0 and the conver-
gence of the algorithm. I

6. Numerical Results

In this section we present numerical results obtained from an implementation of our algo-
rithm. As a first step we have modified the code NPSOL. We have called the modified
routine INPSOL. Apart from the definition of the search direction all other aspects of
INPSOL are identical to those of NPSOL. A detailed description of NPSOL is given in Gill
et al. [GMSW86a]. It should be noted that NPSOL does not incorporate linear constraints
into the merit function. An initial point is obtained that is feasible with respect to the linear
constraints and thereafter feasibility is retained (by incorporating the linear constraints in
the QP subproblem). On many practical problems the feasible region with respect to the
linear constraints is compact. On such problems this approach ensures assumption A2 is
satisfied, and assumption Al is implied by A3.

The purpose of the testing reported is to demonstrate that the efficiency and robustness
of the modified algorithm are comparable to those of NPSOL. Naturally, we can only test the
hypothesis on the domain of problems NPSOL is designed to solve, namely problems having
a small number of variables and constraints, although on these problems the opportunities
for improvement are limited, as we discuss later. What this implementation really tests
is whether the introduction of flexibility in the determination of the search direction has
a significant cost. The parameter 0, was set to infinity to avoid differences with NPSOL
arising due entirely to the linesearch.

The search direction

The algorithm described in Section 2 allows for considerable flexibility of design. We de-
scribe here the specific choices made in our implementation. The search direction Pk is
computed according to the following steps. (The subscript k is dropped from now on.)
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" An initial feasible point for each QP subproblem, p0, is obtained following the same
procedure as NPSOL. No special effort was made to satisfy conditions (2.18) since on
the problems tested no failure was detected that could be attributed to the size of

I]poll.

"* The active-set method used in NPSOL was terminated at 0, the first stationary point.
The multipliers 7r at P are then computed. Define fr as fri =_ irullajl.

"• Let Em denote machine precision. If

V j, 3 ýf -E/, (6.1)

then P is taken as the search direction.

"* If (6.1) does not hold a step that moves off a subset of the active constraints is
computed. To identify the set of active constraints to be deleted, define 7rmln =
minm *j, and introduce a vector el as

Sf II 3 ll if #3 < lO3mn(el)j Hal ffi: 0'ri,(6.2)1 0 otherwise.

"* There is also a limit of 50 on the maximum number of constraints to be deleted. If
(6.2) is satisfied by more than 50 active constraints, only the ones having the smallest
multipliers are deleted. For most problems this limit has no effect, since the total
number of constraints is less than 50.

"* The direction d that moves off the selected constraints is obtained as the least-length
solution of the system Au = el ; that is, we define

d = Y(AY)- 1 e1 ,

where Y denotes a basis for the range-space of AT.

* We obtain the search direction p from (2.21), as

S5+ jd if 11011 < 3.lljj + idII,

{ otherwise,

where 5 was defined as in (2.24) with 7m = 1010 and 0,1p = 100 (with this value the
step f + 5d is accepted in nearly all cases).

"* Finally, the multiplier estimate used to define the linesearch is taken to be 7r if p =

Otherwise, it is taken to be the least-squares estimate 1L obtained from

AATAL = Ag.
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Test problems

The two algorithms, NPSOL and INPSOL, have been compared by solving a collection of
114 problems from the literature. The problems have been obtained from the following
sources:

"* Problem 1 is the example problem distributed with NPSOL; its description can be
found in [GMSW86a]. Problems 3 and 4 are slight reformulations of the same problem,
where the bounds -1 < x3 '. 1 have been replaced by the constraint x' < 1. Problem
3 uses the starting point

(1 2 II 2 1 12 1
3' 10'37 3' 3' 3' 3 3

" Descriptions for problems 6 and 12-15 can be found in [MS82]. The version of problem
6 considered is the one corresponding to a value T = 10. Problems 12 and 13 start
from point (d) for Wright No. 4 as indicated in the reference, while problems 14 and
15 start from points (a) and (b) for Wright No. 9, respectively.

" A description of the SQUARE ROOT problems (17-20) and of EXP6 (9) can be found
in Fraley [Fra88].

"* Problems 21-30 were obtained from Boggs and Tolle [BT84].

"* All problems having names starting with "HS" are from Hock and Schittkowski [HS81].

"* Problems 85-95 can be found in Dembo [Dem76].

All the above problems have been used in the past to test NPSOL. It should be noted
that the problems in this group are small; the average number of variables is 10, and the
average number of constraints is 6. Nevertheless, many of these problems are considered
hard to solve. Moreover, for some of these problems the assumptions made to establish
the convergence results fail to hold; for example, in some cases the Jacobian of the active
NP constraints at x* is singular, or no feasible points exist for some QP subproblems. In
problem 42 no feasible point exists for NP.

The algorithms have also been tested on another group of problems.

* The structural optimization problems 99-114 are described in Ringertz [Rin88]. The
letters "I" and "E" in the problem name indicate if the formulation used included
explicitly the displacement variables ("E") or eliminated them in advance. Also, the
following number (10, 25, 36 or 63) denotes the number of bars in the truss considered.
Finally, whenever a number is included at the end of the name (006, 040 or 060), the
initial point taken has been modified to be xj = 6, 40 or 60 respectively.

These problems have been introduced due to the atypical behavior of quasi-Newton SQP
algorithms on them. For this group, the ratio of QP to nonlinear iterations is large when
compared to the size of the problem; on the first test set (problems 1-98) the average ratio
for NPSOL is 2 QP iterations per nonlinear iteration, while on problems 99-114 the average
ratio is 30.
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The normal behavior of NPSOL on the first set of test problems is to require a relatively
large number of QP iterations in the first few nonlinear iterations. Typically, the number
of QP iterations declines exponentially until near a KKT point, when only one iteration is
required. The STRUC problems depart from this "standard" behavior, in the sense that the
number of QP iterations declines much more gradually. (Although only one QP iteration
is required in the end, most nonlinear iterations require more.) This offers the possibility
of observing the reductions that can be achieved by using the early-termination criterion,
with limited distortion from the asymptotic behavior of NPSOL.

Finally, the problems in this second group are larger than the ones presented above;
the average number of variables is now 55, and the average number of constraints is 100.
For all the reasons mentioned, this set of problems provides a better environment in which
to test the ability of the proposed early-termination criterion to reduce the number of QP

iterations.

Computing environment

Version 4.02 of NPSOL was used in these comparisons. For this test set, all parameters
used in the code have been fixed at their default values (see [GMSW86a]). No attempt was
made to improve the results by selecting a different set of parameters. It would be difficult
to compare the relative effort to adjust input parameters for the two algorithms. The runs
were performed as batch jobs on a DEC VAXstation II with 5 Mb main memory. The

operating system was VAX/VMS version 4.5, and the compiler used was VAX FORTRAN
version 4.6 with default options.

Results

The results obtained from running both algorithms on the test set are presented in Table 2.

The parameters chosen to characterize the relative performance of both algorithms have
been: the number of outer (nonlinear) iterations for each problem; the number of calls to
the routine computing the values of the objective function, the constraint functions and
their derivatives (function evaluations); the total number of inner (QP) iterations for the

problem (this includes the number of iterations necessary to compute a feasible point); and
the running (CPU) time needed to solve the problem. The results corresponding to both
algorithms are given as a single entry in the tables, with the figures separated by a "/"
symbol, in the form

NPSOL result/INPSOL result.

Given that most of the problems are not convex, the algorithms may converge to different
KKT points. Three such events occurred. Another possible outcome is failure-that is,
the algorithm terminates without finding a solution, because the iteration limit has been

exceeded, because no significant progress can be made at the current point with respect to
the merit function, or because the objective or constraint functions need to be evaluated at
a point for which they are not defined in the code. Such failures are indicated by "-".

For the set of 114 problems, NPSOL was able to find a KKT point in 107 cases, while
INPSOL was able to solve 105 problems. We should emphasize that only the default value
of the input parameters were used. Undoubtedly adjustment of the input parameters on the
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problems that failed would have led to more successes. The figures illustrate the reliability
of INPSOL.

Table 1 presents a summary of the results for the four quantities monitored in Table 2.
The average values have been computed as the geometric means for the ratios of the values
for NPSOL and for INPSOL; that is, averages larger than one indicate that the correspond-
ing value for NPSOL is larger than the value for INPSOL. Also, the averages exclude those
problems where one of the algorithms failed. Separate entries have been provided for prob-
lems 1-98 (the smaller problems), and for problems 99-114 (the structural optimization
problems).

TABLE 1

Average Behavior: NPSOL vs. INPSOL

Problems
All 1-98 99-114

Nonlinear iterations .988 .979 1.044

Function evaluations .994 .999 .963

QP iterations 1.190 1.112 1.884

CPU time 1.043 1.022 1.200

We now comment briefly on the implications of these results.

" The early-termination rule seems to behave very well regarding the numbers of non-
linear iterations and function evaluations; even if we are now using a search direction
of "worse quality" than in NPSOL, the numbers are very close for both algorithms.

" The number of QP iterations is reduced by 20% for the complete set. When judging
this figure we must take into account that the problems are small, implying that
the number of QP iterations required per nonlinear iteration is also small. (In fact,
the average value for the test set is 5.6 QP iterations per nonlinear iteration.) The
opportunity for improvement is correspondingly limited. Moreover, both codes use the
active set at the solution of the previous QP subproblem as a prediction for the correct
active set in the current subproblem, resulting in a small number of QP iterations close
to a KKT point. As a result, significant savings achieved by incomplete solution of
QP subproblems in the early iterations are masked by a large number of subproblems
requiring only a few QP iterations. As an example, for problem 98 the largest number
of QP iterations needed in any nonlinear iteration is reduced from 57 for NPSOL to
15 for INPSOL. This effect is much less clear when we look at total numbers of QP
iterations (244 for NPSOL vs. 170 for INPSOL). Recall that it is necessary in any
implementation to limit the number of iterations taken to solve the subproblem. This
large reduction in the maximum number of iterations is encouraging. Moreover, it
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indicates that INPSOL and NPSOL took quite different paths to obtain a solution
on many of the problems. In the light of this fact the similarity of performance is
quite remarkable. Finally, the early-termination rule still requires a feasible point,
and the feasibility phase is the same as in NPSOL. When this phase accounts for
most of the total number of iterations, as with the STRUC problems, the possibility
of improvement is further diminished.

Nonetheless, it should be noted that for problems 99-114 the improvement obtained
is significantly greater than 20%, as the mean ratio is now 1.88; in fact, when we look
only at the larger problems, the relative performance of INPSOL improves markedly.
This offers the promise that for even larger problems the results obtained may be
substantially better than the values shown above.

The CPU time required by INPSOL is lower than the time for NPSOL, but by a
factor that is much smaller than for the number of QP iterations. This is due not
only to the fact that function evaluations can be expensive when compared to the
effort to solve each QP subproblem, but also to some details in the implementation
that have been chosen to affect the number of QP iterations, even at the expense
of running time. For example, the multiplier estimate used for the linesearch (the
least-squares multiplier) is expensive to compute when many constraints are deleted
in the last step, as the factorization for the Jacobian of the active constraints must
be updated. There are still options to be explored that might reduce the CPU time
for the modified algorithm.
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TABLE 2
Numerical Results

Nonlinear Function QP CPU
No. Problem name iterations evaluations iterations time (s)

1 NPSOL SAMPLE PROBLEM 12/13 16/18 45/34 3.69/3.61
2 SINGULAR 15/15 16/16 4/4 1.03/1.05
3 HEXAGON 15/16 21/23 32/29 4.41/4.41
4 HEXAGON (ALT. START) 11/11 16/14 35/26 3.56/3.26
5 LC7 7/9 9/11 13/16 .76/.95
6 ALAN MANNE'S PROBLEM 17/17 18/18 40/37 21.13/21.92
7 ROSEN-SUZUKI 8/8 11/11 9/9 .81/.81
8 QP PROBLEM 8/10 9/11 23/15 1.10/1.04
9 EXP6 33/53 35/57 38/57 1.96/3.08

10 STEINKE2 -*/5 -/6 -/14 -/.87
11 NORWAY 4 / 6 t 5/7 34/13 1.23/.65
12 MHW4 10/10 18/15 14/12 1.31/1.25
13 MHW9 30/1 9 t 56/28 42/24 3.71/2.31
14 MHW9 INEQUALITY 1 28/23 38/28 59/40 ?.41/2.73
15 MHW9 INEQUALITY 2 4 1 / 1 4 t 58/27 80/24 4.83/1.77
16 WOPLANT 25/29 29/33 44/35 6.85/7.17
17 SQUARE ROOT I -- /- --
18 SQUARE ROOT 2 23/23 36/36 0/0 5.01/5.32
19 SQUARE ROOT 3 6/6 9/9 7/7 .95/.94
20 SQUARE ROOT 4 -/-/-*-/-
21 BTI 11/11 19/19 11/11 .81/.83
22 BT2 9/9 14/14 9/9 .71/.70
23 BT3 2/2 5/5 2/2 .19/.19
24 BT4 12/12 18/18 13/13 .92/.92
25 BT5-HS63 6/6 9/9 8/8 .58/.58
26 BT6-HS77 15/15 21/21 16/16 1.52/1.54
27 BT7 31/31 56/56 32/32 3.36/3.43
28 BT8 17/17 19/19 17/17 1.25/1.44
29 BT9-HS39 13/13 16/16 14/14 .95/1.19
30 BT10 8/8 11/11 0/0 .48/.52
31 BT11-HS79 9/9 12/12 10/10 1.05/1.06
32 BTI2 27/27 57/57 28/28 3.04/3.04
33 BT13 32/32 44/44 34/34 2.61/2.62
34 POWELL TRIANGLES 23/15 37/16 36/23 3.27/2.28
35 POWELL BADLY SCALED 12/12 15/15 13/13 .85/.85
36 POWELL WRIGGLE 34/32 69/55 60/40 2.77/2.39
37 POWELL-MARATOS 6/6 7/7 6/6 .44/.44
38 HS72 7/7 8/8 8/8 .69/.67
39 HS73 (CATTLE FEED) 4/4 5/5 4/4 .38/.36
40 HS107 11/11 18/18 27/18 2.77/2.56
41 MUKAI-POLAK 10/10 16/16 13/13 1.08/1.11
42 INFEASIBLE SUBPROBLEM -/- -/- -/--

43 HS26 47/47 64/64 48/48 3.39/3.41
44 HS32 2/4 3/5 3/5 .25/.38
45 HS46 55/55 58/58 56/56 5.26/4.98
46 HS51 2/2 5/5 2/2 .18/.14
47 HS52 2/2 5/5 2/2 .19/.16
48 HS53 2/2 5/5 2/2 .19/.16
49 PENALTY1 A 16/16 18/19 77/41 20.01/16.49
50 PENALTYI B 6/7 14/19 67/32 14.77/11.77
51 PENALTYl C 29/15 85/40 152/65 24.35/11.65
52 HS13 22/19 23/20 13/10 1.29/1.22
53 HS64 29/43 39/62 47/60 2.34/3.33
54 HS65 8/9 10/11 16/16 .70/.78
55 HS70 36/. 39/- 39/-- 3.33/-
56 HS71 5/7 6/9 9/9 .53/.67
57 HS74 10/26 15/48 14/28 1.17/2.68

• Failed to solve the problem.
Converged to a different minimizer.
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TABLE 2 (CONT.)

Numerical results

Nonlinear Function QP" CPU
No. Problem name iterations evaluations iterations time (s)

58 HS75 6/8 10/I1 7/9 .72/.90
59 HS78 10/10 14/14 11/11 1.15/1.15
60 HS80 8/8 10/10 8/8 .92/.92
61 HS81 14/14 20/20 15/15 1.57/1.60
62 HS84 1/4 -- /5 -/9 -/.51
63 HS85 7/14 18/15 33/20 4.00/3.12
64 HS86 (COLVILLE 1) 6/7 8/8 11/11 .62/.64
65 HS87 (COLVILLE 6) 11/8 18/9 18/14 1.63/1.23
66 HS93 12/12 15/15 14/14 1.36/1.38
67 HS95 1/1 2/2 1/1 .15/.15
68 HS96 1/1 2/2 1/1 .17/.15
69 HS97 3/3 6/6 3/3 .40/.41
70 HS98 3/3 6/6 8/8 .43/.44
71 HS99 23/- 44/- 741- 3.99/-
72 HS100 14/14 29/29 18/18 2.07/2.02
73 HS104 18/18 20/20 23/23 3.36/3.37
74 HSI05 43/-* 61/- 97/- 27.14/-
75 HSI08 (HEXAGON) 24/32 45/49 57/87 6.78/9.36
76 HSI09 11/10 13/11 25/29 3.23/3.26
77 HS110 6/6 9/9 24/15 .78/.69
78 HS111 41/49 64/75 44/52 8.08/9.05
79 HSI12 (CHEMICAL EQ.) 19/-* 39/- 54/- 2.78/-
80 HSII3 14/16 19/23 38/36 3.12/3.41
81 HS114 18/16 19/24 36/33 3.81/3.60
82 HS117 (COLVILLE 2) 17/18 21/27 96/39 6.75/5.34
83 HS118 (LC PROBLEM) 4/4 6/6 20/20 1.35/1.40
84 HSII9 (COLVILLE 7) 12/17 16/19 41/47 4.25/5.60
85 DEMBO IB 281/-* 437/- 296/- 75.46/-
86 DEMBO 2-HS83 4/4 6/6 4/4 .54/.54
87 DEMBO 3 9/8 11/9 37/20 2.01/1.78
88 DEMBO 4A 19/19 23/23 24/24 3.53/3.31
89 DEMBO 4C 13/13 15/15 20/23 3.10/3.20
90 DEMBO 5-HSI06 17/18 21/24 30/31 2.90/3.04
91 DEMBO 6-HS116 36/43 96/69 144/248 21.84/29.65
92 DEMBO 7 19/12 24/15 126/68 15.54/9.82
93 DEMBO 8A 33/42 85/118 105/99 7.52/9.17
94 DEMBO 8B 29/29 69/71 88/73 6.51/6.45
95 DEMBO 8C 25/27 60/68 89/65 6.19/6.06
96 OPF 18/17 19/18 53/51 468.12/456.10
97 GBD EQUILIBRIUM MOD. 5/6 6/7 37/26 6.22/6.10
98 WEAPON ASSIGNMENT 96/73 98/76 244/170 120.78/114.93
99 STRUCIIOKON 18/17 34/30 65/42 13.67/11.73

100 STRUCE10KON 26/29 49/67 87/84 17.68/20.75
101 STRUCI1OVAN 23/19 41/34 54/51 16.30/13.85
102 STRUE10VA.N -*/24 -Z4C -/91 -/19.44
103 STRUCI25006- 42/37 68/62 147/85 92.44/80.99
104 STRUCE25006 20/28 32/36 178/95 357.83/260.79
105 STRUCI25DAT 11/12 19/21 24/22 24.75/27.11
106 STRUCE25DAT 52/21 106/37 687/65 647.13/191.44
107 STRUCI36DAT 23/20 38/34 59/46 120.79/108.02
108 STRUCE36DAT 29/30 53/62 87/90 971.16/1021.87
109 STRUCI63040 117/112 211/202 6116/3091 8182.13/7159.03
II0 STRUCE63040 375/- 794/- 3545/- 77286.64/-
III STRUCI63060 -* 98 -/244 -/3899 -- /8281.02
112 STRUCE63060 63/115 150/316 6675/3407 25090.15/33228.42
113 STRUCI63DAT 246/136 354/412 9043/2060 12591.61/11424.54
114 STRUCE63DAT 52/72 86/145 8049/2858 41793.84/22740.66
* Failed to solve the problem.
t Converged to a different minimizer.
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